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Veritas 
Woodworking Tools
Made in Canada to the highest standards, Veritas have 
over 250 tools in production. With years of development 
and testing, producing a unique mix of traditional and 
innovative styling, Veritas Tools offer only the best 
woodworking tools. From planes and chisels to saws, 
precision measuring devices and more, Veritas have all 
your hand tool needs covered.
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2 Buy with confidence from Axminster

The Trafalgar Way, Axminster, Devon EX13 5SN   Tel: 01297 35058
Winchester Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 6HN   Tel: 01256 637477 
Valegate Retail Park, Copthorne Way, Cardiff CF5 6EH   Tel: 02920 025000
Lincoln Road, Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3FF   Tel: 01494 885480
Hamar Close, Tyne Tunnel Trading Estate, North Shields. NE29 7XB    Tel: 01915 005966
Hamilton Way, Bermuda Trade Park, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV10 7RA   Tel: 02476 011402
Sheppey Way, Bobbing, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 8QP   Tel: 01795 437143
Gateway 49 Trade Park, Kerfoot Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 8NT   Tel: 01925 595888

UJK Technology products are displayed throughout our stores.

Veritas Woodworking Tools

1 Day Sharpening Course
Get the best from your Veritas hand tools with  
our 1 Day Sharpening Course.

You will learn about sharpening a wide 
range of hand tools, covering woodcarving, 
woodturning and general woodworking 
tools. You’ll leave with your tools  
performing at the highest level. 

Skill Centre Courses

For up-to-date course information and  
availability axminsterskillcentre.co.uk
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Due to its versatility, the No. 4 Smoothing Plane is the most 
commonly used bench plane. 

With a 240mm(9.1/2”) long sole, it is the ideal size for general 
smoothing, finish work, trimming parts and other odd jobs. At 
2kg(4lb 6oz.), it has enough mass to cut smoothly but is light 
enough to use without fatigue. The No. 4 is supplied with a 
50mm(2”) wide lapped O1 blade. These lapped blades have a 
flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better over the working surface, 
and with an average roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 
micro inches) or better.

No. 4 Smoothing Planes

No.4 Smoothing Plane O1  717391
O1 Blade 701898
300mm(12”) Smoothing Plane Sack  477023

 Code

The No. 5 1/4 was often referred to as a junior jack. At 305mm 
long, it fell between the No. 4 Smooth Plane at 254mm long 
and the No. 5 Jack at 355mm long. 

The Veritas version varies from the traditional No. 5 1/4; the two 
most significant dimensional differences are the Veritas No. 5 1/4 
has a 50mm wide blade (rather than 45mm and the mouth is 
110mm back of the nose compared with 89mm for the original. 
This extra length of sole in front of the blade makes it much easier 
to cut accurately because the extra long nose makes it easier to 
maintain the sole flush to the material at the start of a cut. In fact, 
the combination of the mouth location and the very sensitive feed 
adjustment lets this plane serve as a jointer for most cabinet work. 
The No. 5 1/4 is an ideal complement to the No. 4 1/2 for bench 
work. It is made from ductile cast iron and has the same adjustable 
frog with a combined feed and lateral adjust mechanism that 
is sturdy, yet sensitive and accurate. The easily adjusted frog is 

machined to fit snugly in the plane body and, combined with the 
3.2mm thick blade, eliminates virtually all blade chatter. As the frog 
extends right through to the sole, adjusting the frog to narrow 
the mouth does not reduce blade support as it does in standard 
planes of this style. Weighs just under 2.26kg. A choice of blade 
options are available with the plane and these are O1 or PM-V11 
alloy steel with a primary bevel of 25°. The lapped blades have a 
flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better over the working surface, 
and with an average roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm or 
better.

No. 5 1/4 Bench Planes

No.51/4 Bench Plane O1  717394
No.51/4 Bench Plane PM-V11  717396
O1 Blade 701898
410mm(16”) Jack Plane Sack  476965

 Code

An excellent plane for the final smoothing of a surface already 
worked by other planes or a thickness planer.  

It is 254mm long and 73mm wide and is available with a 60mm 
wide lapped blade in  a choice of O1 or PM-V11 tool steel. At just 
over 2.26kg, it has the mass needed for an effective smoother. The 
lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better 
over the working surface and with an average roughness surface 
finish of 0.000127mm(5 micro inches) or better. 

No. 4 1/2 Smoothing Planes

No.41/2 Smoothing Plane O1  717388
No.41/2 Smoothing Plane PM-V11  717390
O1 Blade 701895
410mm(16”) Jack Plane Sack  476965

 Code
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The No. 6 Fore Plane is ideal for smoothing and flattening 
large surfaces, such as panels, table tops and workbench tops.  

The long sole ensures accuracy when shooting edges as it will 
not follow the bumps and valleys that a shorter plane would.  At 
just under 3kg and with a sole 457mm long, it is one of our largest 
bench planes. Supplied with 60mm wide lapped 25° blade in O1 or 
PM-V11 alloy steel. The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of 
±0.005mm or better over the working surface, and with an average 
roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 micro inches) or better.

No. 6 Fore Planes

No.6 Fore Plane O1  717504
No.6 Fore Plane PM-V11  717506
O1 Blade 701895
635mm(25”) Jointer Plane Sack  476924

 Code

This state-of-the-art, pure smoothing plane is the plane to use for 
the final finish, especially woods of difficult grain patterns. 

Veritas have combined the generous width and weight of a dedicated 
smoother with the versatile inner workings of a low angle bevel-up 
plane. The 12° bed angle, coupled with the 38° blade bevel, yields an 
effective cutting angle of 50°; this is commonly known as a York pitch. 
This is an ideal starting angle for minimising tear-out when working 
difficult wood. It is easy to create a higher micro-bevel angle for very 
difficult grains. It weighs in at just under 2.25kg, with an exceptionally 
low centre of gravity. Veritas have dubbed this plane a 164-1/2 H. It is 
an excellent choice for the most demanding reversing grains, where 
even higher bevel angles (for creating Type II shavings) are required 
to eliminate tear-out. The coffin-shaped body has a sole length of 
255mm and a width of 77mm. It includes a lapped 38° blade, 57mm 
wide, 4.75mm thick. The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of 
±0.005mm or better over the working surface, and with an average 
roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 micro inches) or better. 
Supplied with a 57mm wide lapped blade with a 38° bevel in O1, or 
the highly acclaimed PM-V11 alloy steel. Other blades are available 
with 25° and 50° bevel angles also in O1, and PM-V11 alloy steel.

Bevel-Up Smoothing Planes

Bevel-Up Smoothing Plane O1 38° 717510
Bevel-Up Smoothing Plane A2 38° 717511
Bevel-Up Smoothing Plane PM-V11 38° 717512

 Code

A low angle smoothing plane has three key uses. It is used 
to smooth surfaces, preferably taking a diagonal cut, partly 
across and partly along the grain. 

With its generous side wings, it is ideal for shooting mitres and 
great for end-grain work. The low cutting angle of 37° minimises 
fibre tearing. With a bed angle of 12°, this is a bevel-up plane like 
a low angle block plane. It features an adjustable mouth with a 
unique stop-screw, a combined feed and lateral adjustment knob 
for blade setting, and a generous Bubinga front knob and rear 
handle. The ductile cast iron body is 254 x 63mm(10” X 2.1/2”). 
Overall weight is just over 1.1kg(3.1/2 lb.). The supplied 25° 
bevel blade is 50mm(2”) wide by 3.2mm(1/8”) thick, lapped, and 
available in O1 or PM-V11 alloy steel. For working difficult grain, 
additional blades are available with 38° or 50° bevels. The lapped 
blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better over the 
working surface, and with an average roughness surface finish of 
0.000127mm(5 micro inches) or better. 

Low Angle Smoothing Planes

Low Angle Smoothing Plane O1  717397
Low Angle Smoothing Plane PM-V11  717399
A2 Blade 50° 701904
300mm(12”) Smoothing Plane Sack  477023

 Code

This neat little low angle plane is 225mm long, 59mm wide 
and weighs only 1.25kg. It is easier to handle than a full size 
smoother. Think of it lying somewhere between a large block 
plane and a full size smoother, then you’ll see just how useful 
this plane can be. 

Small Bevel-Up Bench Planes

Bevel-Up Bench Plane O1  717513
Bevel-Up Bench Plane PM-V11  717515
44mm 1.3/4” O1 25° Bevel 952926
300mm(12”) Smoothing Plane Sack  477023

 Code

The Low Angle Jack Plane is ideal for shooting mitres, working 
end grain and initial smoothing. 

Veritas have designated it as a 62 1/2 because of its generous 
size, greater weight, low centre of gravity and radically set-back 
mouth.  Measuring 380mm(15”) long and 57mm(2.1/4”) wide, it 
weighs just under 2.72kg(6lb.). With sides machined square to the 
sole, a specially shaped lever cap and machined thumb recesses 
on each side, it provides both comfort and excellent control 
when shooting.  Includes a lapped 25° bevel blade, 57mm(2.1/4”) 
wide, 4.8mm(3/16”) thick, in O1 or PM-V11 alloy steel.  The lapped 
blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better over the 
working surface, and with an average roughness surface finish of 
±0.0127mm (0.0005”) or better. A refined plane for the discerning 
woodworker. 

Low Angle Jack Plane O1  717507
Low Angle Jack Plane PM-V11  717509
410mm(16”) Jack Plane Sack  476965

 Code

Blades for Veritas Low Angle Jack  
& Bevel Up Planes

A2 Blade 25° 702019
O1 Blade 25° 702020
O1 Blade 38° 702022
A2 Blade 50° 702023
A2 Toothed Blade  702025

 Code

• Lapped blade, 57mm(2.1/4”) wide
• A2 tool steel or O1 steel
• Lapped to a flatness tolerance of 0.005mm(0.0002”) 
• Optional 38° and 50° bevel blades
• 38° toothed blade available for difficult grain

Like a full size version, it is useful for final finishing of surfaces, 
end-grain work and for shooting mitres. The ductile cast iron 
body is fully stress-relieved, machined and surface ground with a 
bedding angle of 12° . The supplied 44mm wide blade has bevel 
of 25° and is available in O1 or the highly acclaimed PM-V11 
alloy steel. The locking front knob controls the adjustable mouth, 
closed to a narrow slit for fine shavings or opened for heavier cuts. 
An adjustable stop-screw in the throat lets you open the mouth 
fully for blade removal (for honing) and replacement, yet quickly 
restores your chosen mouth setting. 

The large wooden front knob and rear handle provide both 
comfort and excellent control. The Norris-style adjustment 
mechanism, with its combined feed and lateral adjustment knob, 
makes blade setting easy and accurate. Set screws prevent the 
blade from shifting, but allow full lateral adjustment. The lapped 
blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better over the 
working surface, and with an average roughness surface finish of 
0.000127mm or better. Made in Canada.

Low Angle Jack Planes
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The Veritas Jointer Fence allows you to shoot accurate and 
consistent square or bevelled edges with iron or steel bench 
planes. 

The integral rare earth magnets make it quick and easy to attach 
or remove the fence from the side of the plane whilst holding it 
firmly in position. Holes are provided in the fence for screwing 
on wedge shaped strips when planing bevels other than 90°. The 
fence has a stop pin which can be fitted in a choice of positions 
depending on which size of plane (Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8) is being used 
and whether on the left or right hand side. This pin positions the 
fence correctly and stops it from sliding backwards during use. 
Black anodised aluminium with brass fittings give the fence the 
Veritas trademark appearance.

Jointer Fence code: 100583

Bevel-Up Jointer Planes

Bevel-Up Jointer Plane O1 717516
Bevel-Up Jointer Plane PM-V11  717518
635mm(25”) Jointer Plane Sack  476924

 Code
The Veritas Bevel-Up Jointer is the largest member of the bevel-
up bench plane family. At 560 x 73mm and weighing 3.4kg, it is 
the answer for jointing edges and flattening large panels. 

Plane not included

Bevel-Up Jointer Fence code: 475146
The Veritas Bevel-Up Jointer Fence enables you to shoot 
consistent and accurate square or bevelled edges with your 
Veritas bevel-up jointer. 

The 280mm long anodised aluminium fence can be attached to 
either side of the plane with the brass thumbscrews provided. 
A set screw can be adjusted to square the fence to the sole. As 
supplied, the 50mm tall guiding face can be used to plane edges 
perfectly square to the face of your workpiece. It can also be used 
to shoot angles less than 90° when a bevelled wooden guide is 
attached to the inside face of the fence.

The bevel-up blade configuration results in a plane that is versatile 
and straightforward to use. The 12° bed angle, coupled with 

the 25° blade bevel, creates an effective cutting angle 
of 37°. Simply increasing the blade bevel results in 
higher cutting angles for improved performance in 

more difficult grained woods. An adjustable throat 
plate allows a wide range of mouth adjustment. A unique stop-

screw retains mouth settings while preventing blade damage when 
removing and replacing blades. 

The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better 
over the working surface, and with an average roughness surface 
finish of 0.000127mm or better. Supplied with a 57mm wide lapped 
blade, 4.75mm thick in either O1 or the highly accaimed PM-V11 
alloy steel. Other blades are available as optional extras.

This plane cuts large-scale rebating down to size. The body 
is 385mm long and the blade extends the full width (57mm) 
of the body. It is suitable for very large rebates and fielded 
or bevelled panels. The long sole and substantial mass help 
ensure accuracy. 

The 4.8mm thick bevel-up blade makes right or left-handed 
corner cuts cleanly and accurately. Adjustable scoring spurs 
on either side of the body scribe the cut ahead of the blade, 
minimising tear-out on cross-grain work. Mounted on two steel 
fence rods with brass collet screws, the 185mm long removable 

fence can be set up to 133mm from the shoulder. The rear tote 
tilts and locks to either side for knuckle clearance. The mouth is 
adjustable, a narrow slit for fine shavings or opened for heavier 
cuts. A Norris-style mechanism combines feed and lateral 
adjustments for easy, precise blade setting. Includes a lapped 25° 
blade in PM-V11 powder metal alloy. Made in Canada.

Jack Rebate Planes

Jack Rebate Plane PM-V11  717521
410mm(16”) Jack Plane Sack  476965

 Code
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ABOUT THE CUSTOM PROCESS CHOOSE A FROG

CHOOSING A BODY

CHOOSING A BLADE

Machining of each part of the plane takes place in Veritas’s own workshop for accuracy 
and fit. The plane you put together will function as a unified whole no matter which 
parts you choose. All the plane bodies are fully stress-relieved ductile cast iron. The 
soles, machined flat and square to the sides, have extra-large side wings for stable 
shooting.
The planes have a stainless-steel Norris-style combined 
feed and lateral adjustment mechanism for fine control and 
accurate blade setting. The movable toe plate allows quick 
mouth adjustments; a narrow slit for fine shavings or wider 
for heavier cuts.

The cap iron attaches to a low-profile blade carrier located 
on the blade. This ensures you can easily restore the cap 
iron to the same position after sharpening the blade. The 

blades come with the option of choosing O1 tool steel or 
the latest Veritas PM-V11 steel alloy. The backs of the blades 
are precision lapped they only require minimal honing of a 
micro-bevel before use.

The totes and knobs are specially heat treated Canadian 
maple, finely polished and finished. There is nothing to beat 
the feel of plane handles made from natural wood.

A microscopic look at a shaving reveals a series of breaks 
across the grain
As you push your plane forwards, the blade acts as a wedge, lifting a tiny splinter 
of wood. The angle of the blade forces this splinter upwards until it breaks. The 
next splinter lifts then breaks and so on, forming a continuous ribbon. This is why a 
shaving curls.

Higher blade angles create shorter splinters. The breaks in the splinters occur closer 
to the timber’s surface, thus leaving a smoother finish. Lower angles can leave a 
coarser finish. Higher angles require greater effort to push the plane. Lower angles 
work much better on end grain. The lower angle helps to cleanly sever the ends of 
the timber’s fibres. Higher angles are better for timber with wild, interlocked grain. 
They produce a better finish as the action is slightly closer to scraping. Chose a frog 
for the work you most frequently undertake. You can always add an alternative frog 
at a later date, giving you more than one option on a single plane.

There are five styles of body
Choose from No.4 or 4.1/2 Smoother, No.5 or 5.1/2 Jack or 
a No.7 Jointer. The bodies are fully stress-relieved ductile 
cast iron, precision machined to a very high standard in the 
Veritas workshop.

Each plane body comes with a lever cap, Norris style 
adjuster and a cap iron.

To accompany your plane body
Veritas offer a choice of blade in either O1 or PM-V11 steel. O1 is a 
modern tool steel used extensively for woodworking tools. It sharpens 
easily and quickly resulting in an excellent, fine cutting edge. Veritas O1 
blades are oil quenched, double tempered and hardened to HRC 58-60.

PM-V11 is a powdered metal (PM) alloy. Hardened to HRC 61-63, PM-V11 
provides significantly greater resistance to both impact and wear.

It can take a keen edge and hold it at least twice as long before it needs 
sharpening. Once dull, the edge can be restored using water stones or 
other sharpening methods.

Lapping ensures all Veritas blades only require minimal honing of a 
micro-bevel before use.

Front Knob
Frog

Cap Iron

Lever Cap

Blade

Tote

Norris-Style 
Adjuster

40˚ Frog

the 40° frog provides a low cutting 
angle that is easier to push and leaves 
a clean cut surface. Cleaner cutting on 
end grain, good for softwoods.

45˚ Frog

The 45° frog offers a cutting angle 
that is suitable for most work. Also 
known as common pitch, it is the 
most frequently found bed angle on 
bench planes. Common pitch, good for 
general work, the all-round frog angle.

55˚ Frog

The 55° frog provides a higher cutting 
angle. Sometimes referred to as 
middle pitch, it helps to minimise tear 
out in highly figured timber. Middle 
pitch is the best choice for working 
wild or difficult grain.
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CHOOSING A KNOBCHOOSING A TOTE

A choice of three styles
All styles are turned from Canadian maple, heat treated to 
stabilise it against swelling and shrinkage.

The wide knob has a relatively flat profile, standing 50mm 
tall. The 50mm diameter provides a large bearing surface for 
your palm. It improves comfort if you need to press down 
on the toe of the plane. It gives your fingers more purchase 
when lifting the plane at the end of a stroke.

The standard Veritas knob has a more spherical shape. It is 
60mm tall with a maximum diameter of 45mm. It provides 
a balance of features between the other two knobs. This is 
useful if you alter your grip depending on the kind of work 
you are doing.

The tall knob stands 66mm high, making it a good choice if 
you prefer to grip with your whole hand. At 40mm, it has the 
smallest maximum diameter of the knobs. It is the easiest 
knob to grip for users with smaller hands. The high waist 
of the knob gives more clearance when pushing with the 
crook of your thumb.

Veritas use Canadian maple to 
manufacture all the totes and knobs
The timber undergoes a treatment know as torrification, 
a heating process, that changes the structure of the wood 
and stabilises it against swelling and shrinkage caused by 
changes in humidity or temperature. There are two tote 
styles to choose from: the ‘standard’ Veritas tote and the 
‘traditional’ tote.

Both totes are available  
in three sizes. To find your  
size, measure the width of  
your palm along your knuckles

 • Small - 75mm (3”)

 • Medium - 78mm to 97mm (3-1/8” to 3-7/8”)

 • Large - 100mm (4”) and above

The standard Veritas tote is relatively vertical, designed to 
allow a comfortable grip while keeping your forearm more 
parallel with the plane’s sole. This allows you to bring more 
forward force to bear. It encourages you to push with the 
heel of your hand rather than the web of your thumb.

The traditional tote has a more pronounced forward lean 
and curvature. This allows you to apply more downward 
force and makes the plane more comfortable to use on a 
lower bench.

Wide Knob

50mm tall and 50mm diameter 
offering a large comfortable bearing 
surface

Standard knob

More spherical shape, 60mm tall, max 
diameter 45mm, good balance, allows 
altering grip to suit the work

Tall Knob

66mm high with a maximum diameter 
of 40mm making it easier to grip with 
your whole hand

Wide Knob Standard Knob Tall Knob

Bodies for Custom Hand Planes

 No.4 Custom Smoothing Plane (Body Only) - Standard 506801
No.4.1/2 Custom Smoothing Plane (Body Only) - Standard 506802
No.5 Custom Jack Plane (Body Only) - Standard 506803
No.5.1/2 Custom Jack Plane (Body Only) - Standard 506804
No.7 Custom Jointer Plane (Body Only) - Standard 506805
 No.4 Custom Smoothing Plane (Body Only) - Engraved 717800
No.4.1/2 Custom Smoothing Plane (Body Only) - Engraved 717801
No.5 Custom Jack Plane (Body Only) - Engraved 717802
No.5.1/2 Custom Jack Plane (Body Only) - Engraved 717803
No.7 Custom Jointer Plane (Body Only) - Engraved 717804

 Code

Frogs for Custom Hand Planes

40° x 50mm(2”) Custom Frog 506806
45° x 50mm(2”) Custom Frog 506807
55° x 50mm(2”) Custom Frog 506808
40° x 60mm(2.3/8”) Custom Frog 506864
45° x 60mm(2.3/8”) Custom Frog 506865
55° x 60mm(2.3/8”) Custom Frog 506866

 Code

Knobs for Custom Hand Planes

Wide 506809
Standard 506810
Tall 506811

 Code

Blades for Custom Hand Planes

50mm(2”) O1 Steel 506818
50mm(2”) PM-V11 Steel 506819
60mm(2.3/8”) O1 Steel 506820
60mm(2.3/8”) PM-V11 Steel 506821

 Code

 Totes for Custom Hand Planes

Standard Small 506812
Standard Medium 506813
Standard Large 506814
Traditional Small 506815
Traditional Medium 506816
Traditional Large 506817

 Code
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The body and lever cap of the Veritas DX60 block plane is ductile cast iron. This material is durable and stable, having been fully 
stressed relieved. All of the turned knobs and adjusters are made from stainless steel.

The body is very accurately machined and surface ground. The sole 
is flat, the sides are square to the sole and the bed is flat and square 
to the sides. All this is done to within 0.038mm (0.0015”) maximum 
deviation. The large side wings increase stability for shooting and 
unique finger grip indentations provide comfort and control.

The adjustable mouth can be closed for fine shavings or opened 
for heavier cuts. Adjustment is done quickly and easily with a 
stainless steel front knob. A set screw behind the front knob can be 
used to lock in a setting so that the mouth can be opened to clear 
shavings and then returned to exactly the same position. The toe is 
completely enclosed by the body casting, a unique feature offering 
protection to the moveable toe.

The lever cap is shaped to blend with the body to give a smooth, 
secure and comfortable grip. The lever cap wheel (underneath the 
lever cap) can be easily set from a full locking position to a controlled 

friction setting for blade adjustment. The combined feed and lateral 
adjustment mechanism makes blade setting accurate and easy.

This 180mm long by 44mm wide plane has a 12° bed angle. The 
35mm wide blade is 3.6mm thick and available in O1 or PM-V11. 
It comes with a two-angle bevel: a 25° primary bevel and a 23° 
relief bevel to ease re-sharpening. All that is required is to hone 
your preferred micro-bevel. The blade back has been lapped 
to be perfectly smooth, so it should never need lapping prior 
to sharpening. The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of 
±0.005mm or better over the working surface, and with an average 
roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 microinches) or better.

VERITAS BLOCK PLANES
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The Veritas Low Angle Block Plane stands apart from many 
others. Its 12° bed angle and low cutting angle of 37° excel at 
working end grain. 

It has higher side wings ideal for shooting, finger grips in each 
side for better control, and a combined blade advance and lateral 
adjust that is the most sensitive and accurate available. Two blade 
guide screws prevent blade shifting. Its compact 162mm long by 
50mm wide ductile cast iron body can take hard knocks and the 
adjustable nosepiece does not extend past the body. 

It weighs 790g(1.3/4lb) and includes a lapped 3.2mm thick by 
41mm wide, 25° blade in a choice of steels (O1 or PM-V11. For 
working difficult wood, 38° and 50° bevel blades are also available. 
The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or 
better over the working surface, and with an average roughness 
surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 micro inches) or better.

Low Angle Block Planes

Low Angle Block Plane O1  717382
Low Angle Block Plane PM-V11  717384
A2 Blade 25° 702019
O1 Blade 25° 702020
O1 Blade 38° 702022
A2 Blade 50° 702023
A2 Toothed Blade  702025
O1 Blade 25° 701886
A2 Toothed Blade 701887
A2 Blade 38° 701888
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

DX60 Block Planes

DX60 Premium Block Plane O1  717537
DX60 Premium Block Plane PM-V11  717539
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

Apron Planes

Apron Plane O1  717501
Apron Plane PM-V11  717503
O1 Blade 701911
PM-V11 Blade 506330
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

This small, low angle block plane is ideal for trim carpentry. At 400g(14oz), it is half the weight of a standard block plane which is 
a big plus if you carry it in your apron pocket all day. 

The 140 x 44.5mm ductile cast iron body takes knocks in its stride. 
It has good hand feel; unique side wings allow a comfortable 
firm grip and provide stability for shooting. A combined feed and 
lateral adjustment mechanism makes setting easy and accurate. 
12° bed angle, it comes with a lapped 25° bevel blade made of 
either O1 or PM-V11 alloy steel. The blades are 2.5mm(0.098”) 
thick (nearly 25% thicker than standard 2mm block plane blades) 
and 32mm wide. This small, low angle block plane is ideal for trim 
carpentry. At 400g(14oz), it is half the weight of a standard block 
plane which is a big plus if you carry it in your apron pocket all day. 
The 140 x 44.5mm ductile cast iron body takes knocks in its stride. 
It has good hand feel; unique side wings allow a comfortable 

firm grip and provide stability for shooting. A combined feed and 
lateral adjustment mechanism makes setting easy and accurate. 
12° bed angle, it comes with a lapped 25° bevel blade made of 
either O1 or PM-V11 alloy steel. The blades are 2.5mm(0.098”) thick 
(nearly 25% thicker than standard 2mm block plane blades) and 
32mm wide.

Skew Block Plane

Plane Right-Hand A2 950937
Plane Left-Hand A2 950938
Optional Fence Rod 82mm 950941

 Code

This versatile plane excels at trimming rebates and planing end 
grain. Of course, you can also use it as a normal block plane. Its 
Norris-style adjuster guarantees precise blade setting. 

Machined and surface ground, the 162 x 44mm body is ductile cast 
iron. It has a 12° bed angle and a movable toe fully enclosed by the 
body casting. A Bubinga knob locks the toe to control the mouth 
opening. A setscrew in the throat acts as a stop allowing exact 
repositioning of the toe. The blade sits flush with the plane’s side, so 
corners are clean and accurate. Setscrews on either side prevent the 
blade from shifting in use. An adjustable spur, ahead of the blade 
reduces tear out on cross grain. The blade’s 15° skew, makes cutting 
easier and helps pull the fence into the work. 

A brass knob and collet lock the 88mm long, 8mm thick hardwood 
fence. Tapped holes in the fence casting allow the fitting of a 
customised fence. The plane is available in left and right hand 
versions. It comes with an A2 lapped blade; 3.2mm thick, 38mm 
wide with a 25° bevel. The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of 
±0.005mm or better over the working surface, and with an average 
roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 microinches) or better. 
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Squirrel Tail Palm Planes

Flat base 210905
Curved base  210906

 Code

Palm planes are ideal for working on small projects and in 
areas where a larger plane would be cumbersome. These 
compact planes are similar to the Stanley No.100 and 
No.100.1/2, with a slightly larger squirrel-tail handle for 
improved control and comfort. 

The flat palm plane is perfect for chamfering and trimming, whilst 
the curved palm plane has the sole rounded 38mm(1.1/2”) side-
to-side and 300mm(12”) front-to-back, making it ideal for working 
hollows such as on chair seats.

The investment-cast steel bodies are accurately machined and 
have a 45° bed angle and a fixed mouth. The flat plane has a 
lapped sole (to a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better); the 
curved plane has a finely milled sole. The blades are 30° bevel O1 
lapped tool steel (2.15mm thick by 25.4mm wide), and are secured 
with a cogwheel screw. 

Each plane weighs less than 200g with an 85mm sole, 34mm wide, 
and 125mm long overall. 

Standard Block Planes

Standard Block Plane O1  717385
Standard Block Plane PM-V11  717387
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

The standard block plane is preferred for general purpose 
work. The 20° bed angle plus the blade’s 25° bevel angle 
results in an effective cutting angle of 45°.

The low profile lever cap fits the hand well, at only 3.2mm higher 
than its low angle variant (weight 790g(1.3/4lb)). In all other 
respects, it is the same as the low angle block plane. Included is a 
lapped blade, 41mm wide and options of  O1 or PM-V11 tool steel 
blades are available. The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of 
±0.005mm or better over the working surface and with an average 
roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 micro inches) or better.

You can convert the Veritas Low-Angle Block Plane and 
Standard Block Plane into chamfer planes in seconds with this 
cunning guide. 

Easy to install - you first set the chamfer width on the guide, 
then install the guide by unscrewing the front knob of the plane, 
replacing the toe piece with the chamfer guide and tightening 
the knob again. It is ready to go. Adjustable for chamfers up to 
13mm wide, the guide wings are fixed at a 90° angle to hold the 
plane body at a consistent 45° to the work face. Made of anodised 
aluminium.

Chamfer Guide code: 475863

For retrofitting to the Veritas Low-Angle Block Plane, you can 
choose a vertical tote or ball tail style of handle. Though the 
low-angle plane can be used with the ball tail alone, full benefit 
is obtained when you add the tall front knob. The vertical tote 
provides a comfortable, firm grip for greater leverage and, with the 
tall knob, you can bear down quite heavily. The grips are made of 
bubinga wood. Totes are available in small or large, to suit a range 
of hand sizes. 

Block Plane Accessories

Tall Front Knob 477041
Large Handle 475724

 Code

Tote Handle

Front Knob
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Its size and mass make it perfect for trimming breadboard 
tenons, adjusting shoulders or even paring down tenon 
cheeks. At 210mm long and 32mm wide, and weighing 1,700g, 
it brings both authority and precision to larger work. 

Typical shoulder planes are awkward to handle and control; Veritas 
have overcome this by shaping a new lever cap that fits properly in 
the palm, incorporating a Bubinga lever cap knob that pivots 180° 
and adding a multi-positional front knob that can be mounted 
on the top or on either side. You can also grip the plane in the 
recesses cast into the side. This combination of features ensures 
a solid, comfortable grip for all users in all applications. For those 
who want the performance of a superior shoulder plane, this tool 
is the solution. The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of 
±0.005mm or better over the working surface, and with an average 
roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm or better.  Supplied with 
an O1 or PM-V11 alloy steel lapped blade 3.2mm thick.

Large Shoulder Planes

Large Shoulder Plane O1  717528
Large Shoulder Plane PM-V11  717530
O1 Blade 506344
PM-V11  Blade 506345
300mm(12”) Smoothing Plane Sack  477023

 Code

Medium Shoulder Planes

Medium Shoulder Plane O1  717525
Medium Shoulder Plane PM-V11  717527
PM-V11 Blade  506342
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

A multi-purpose tool, the Veritas medium shoulder plane can 
be used on end grain (for example, trimming tenon shoulders) 
or for paring cross grain as is often required on tenon cheeks. 

It can also used for rebate work, planing with the grain. This plane 
is proportioned for versatility; it measures 178mm(7”) long by 
17.5mm(11/16”) wide and weighs 906g(2 lb.). If you have ever held 
a traditional shoulder plane, you will appreciate how this plane 
comes readily to hand. The unique lever cap with a pivoting knob 
adjusts to fit your hand and preferred grip. The concave knob rests 
in the web of your hand, allowing a secure grip without the need 
of a vice-like pressure. The plane is supplied with a lapped blade 
in O1 or the highly acclaimed PM-V11 alloy steel. These lapped 
blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better over the 
working surface, and with an average roughness surface finish of 
0.000127mm(5 microinches) or better.

Small Shoulder Planes

Small Shoulder Plane O1  717522
Small Shoulder Plane PM-V11  717524
PM-V11 Blade  506340
O1 Blade  506338
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

The Veritas Small Shoulder Plane is designed for one-handed 
use. It is a cross between a medium shoulder plane and a 
bullnose plane. The sole is 155mm long by 12.7mm wide and 
the plane weighs 500g. 

Its size makes it very useful for a multitude of tasks. Jobs such 
as trimming shoulders for a perfect fit to cleaning the bottom 
of dados are easily accomplished. The ductile cast iron body is 
accurately machined and finely ground. The sole and sides are 
flat and square, allowing the plane to be used on its side for 
accurately shooting tenon shoulders. The rounded lever cap and 
crowned back fit comfortably in the hand. The plane’s micro-
adjustable toe allows very fine setting of the width of the mouth 
for fine shavings and minimum tear-out. The low bed angle of 15° 
combined with 25° blade bevel results in a cutting angle of 40° 
giving exceptionally clean end grain cutting. Set screws along the 
side enable you to accurately position the blade perfectly flush 
with the side of the plane. The lapped blade is 3.2mm thick and 
available in O1 or the highly acclaimed PM-V11 alloy.

The Veritas Bullnose Plane is two planes in one, serving as a 
bullnose or a chisel plane when required. An adjustable set screw 
in the toe acts as a stop to accurately set the mouth opening. 

When you switch configurations, it repositions the toe to the exact 
opening previously set, so you will never accidentally jam the nose 
against the blade edge. The plane is 120mm(4.3/4”) long by 25mm(1”) 
wide and weighs just over 550g. Shaped to fit comfortably in the 
hand, the low, broad lever cap meets your palm, and your forefinger 
rests in the toe pocket for extra control. For those who do not own a 
shoulder plane, this is probably the best first purchase. The plane is 
supplied with a lapped blade in O1 or the highly acclaimed PM-V11 
alloy. These lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm 
or better over the working surface, and with an average roughness 
surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 microinches) or better.

Bull Nose Planes

Bull Nosed Plane O1  717531
Bull Nosed Plane PM-V11  717533
O1 Blade 701944
PM-V11 Blade 506347
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

Side Rebate Plane

Side Rebate Plane 211005
190mm(7.1/2”) Block Plane Sack  477064

 Code

The Side Rebate Plane is used for cleaning up or trimming 
sidewalls of rebates, dados or grooves. It has a practical 
dual-blade configuration, coupled with an ingenious pivoting 
sculpted to fit comfortably handle that permits right or left-
hand use to accommodate grain direction. 

The thin sole functions much like a skate, allowing use in slots as 
narrow as 4.8mm(3/16”) and to a depth of 12.7mm(1/2”). The toe is 
removable for use in stopped dados and has a fixing screw that is 
trapped to prevent loss. The depth stop helps orient and stabilise 
the plane during use and is both height adjustable and reversible. 
The accurately machined, 115mm(4-1/2”) long ductile cast iron 
plane body and the two O1 tool steel blades (HRC 58-60) are lapped. 
The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better 
over the working surface, and with an average roughness surface 
finish of 0.000127mm(5 microinches) or better. Weight 450g.
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This rebating plane cuts quickly and quietly, avoiding the set-up, 
noise and dust associated with power tools. 

It is configured with a blade skewed at a 30° angle to reduce cut 
resistance, aid in shaving clearance and help pull the fence tight 
against the workpiece. Because the blade sits flush with the side of 
the plane body, corner cuts are clean and accurate. It is adjustable 
in two axes (vertical and horizontal) for depth and projection, the 
scoring spur sits ahead of the blade and is used to reduce tear out on 
cross grain work. The spur can be recessed for work with the grain.

The large wooden handles are solid and comfortable to hold. The 
248mm(9.3/4”) long ductile cast iron body is machined with a 45° 
blade bed and weighs 1.5kg. Supplied with a lapped A2 tool steel 
blade that is 3.2mm thick and just over 41mm(1.5/8”) wide. The 
lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of ±0.005mm or better over 
the working surface, and with an average roughness surface finish of 
0.000127mm(5 microinches) or better. The plane is available in left 
and right-hand versions.

Skew Rebate Planes

Skew Rebate Plane Right Hand 211001
Skew Rebate Plane Left Hand 211003
Blade Right Hand 211002

 Code

Variable Angle Fence 
for Rebate Planes code: 102158

• Accessory for Veritas skew rebate or jack rebate planes
• For accurate and consistent angles from 45° to 135°
• Through-holes allow attachment of a wooden sub-fence
• Use a tapered spacer for planing angles less than 45°
• 275mm long made from aluminium and brass

The Veritas Detail Palm Planes are small enough to get into 
tight spaces and allow great control for working fine detail. 

The 32mm diameter Bubinga palm knob is height-adjustable for 
better in-hand registration or removable for work in tight spaces. 
The bodies are just over 16mm wide by 38mm long and the blades 
are 9.5mm wide. The investment-cast steel body has a 45° bed 
angle and a fixed mouth, and uses a brass retention screw to secure 
the included 30° bevel A2 tool steel blade (1.5mm thick by 9.5mm 
wide). Available in four versions: flat, concave, double convex and 
convex. The curved versions have a 13mm radius across the body; 
the double convex is curved with a 100mm radius along its length.

Detail Palm Planes

Flat 952917
Concave 952918
Convex 952919
Double Convex 952920

 Code

Detail Rebate Planes

Detail Rebate Plane 6mm 950902
Detail Rebate Plane 8mm(5/16”) 950904
Detail Rebate Plane 10mm 950906

 Code

As an addition to the Veritas range of shoulder planes, the 
detail rebate plane is primarily useful for small trimming 
tasks. It is handy for getting into tight spaces, especially 
cleaning up the bottom of dados or grooves. 

The plane’s body is ductile cast iron, 75mm long, accurately 
machined and ground. The sides are flat and square, allowing 
you to use the plane on its side for trimming tenons. The low 
15° bed angle combined with the 30° blade bevel provides a 45° 
cutting angle exceptional for end grain cutting performance. The 
plane has a fixed mouth and features a shavings deflector to help 
prevent the mouth clogging up. A solid brass, one piece lever cap/
palm rest holds the full-width blade in place. The lapped blade is 
made of O-1 tool steel.

Wooden Plane Hardware Kit

Over the past few years, making a wooden plane has grown in 
popularity, though it’s always been difficult to find the right 
information and the correct components to build one. 

With this kit (and basic woodworking skills), it’s possible to build a 
bevel-down, wooden-bodied smoothing plane with a Norris-style 
mechanism providing easy depth and lateral adjustment for the 
cutter. The kit includes a blade, a Norris-style adjuster with a steel 
cup to seat it in, plus knobs, tapped insert and a cross pin for the 
lever cap, all made of brass. The lapped blade (available in O1 or 
PM-V11® steel) is over 3mm thick and just over 41mm wide with a 
25° bevel.  The wood of choice for the body needs to be sourced; 
any blank 200mm x 56mm x 62mm or larger can be used and, 
most importantly, detailed instructions are provided.  As the tool is 
constructed in the workshop, there’s an opportunity to customise 
the size, shape or even bed angle of the completed plane, creating 
a practical tool that can be used for future woodworking projects. 
Available with either an O1 or PM-V11® blade.

Plane Kit O1 717634
Plane Kit PM-V11 717636

 Code

Veritas Scrub Plane
Scrub Plane with HCS Blade 701921
Scrub Plane with A2 Blade 701922
HCS Blade 701923
300mm(12”) Smoothing Plane Sack  477023

 Code

The scrub plane is the tool of choice for major stock removal, the first step when flattening rough stock by hand. 

Much like a low-angle smooth plane, a scrub is not usually used 
parallel to the grain, but at an angle of 30° or more. The blade edge 
is ground with a 75mm(3”) radius, so that it takes an aggressive 
cut. This is the tool you use to get stock into a condition where 
you can then use a smooth plane. The curved cutting edge of 
the 38mm(1.1/2”) wide by 4.7mm(3/16”) thick blade gives a 
distinctive, hand-worked texture to the workpiece. It is sometimes 
used by timber framers to replicate gouge marks. 

This is a single-iron tool, meaning there is no cap iron or chip 
breaker. Set screws along the side prevent the blade from shifting 
sideways when knots are encountered. The ductile cast iron body 

is accurately machined and ground so that the sole is flat. A very 
refined yet rugged performer. Available with either a high-carbon 
steel blade (HRC 58-60) or an A2 tool steel blade (HRC 60-62).The 
Veritas scrub plane measures 273mm(10.3/4”) long overall and 
weighs 1.4kg(3lb).

Scrub Plane
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Small Plough Plane

Small Plow Plane 05P5801 102332
Veritas Small Plough Plane With Five A2 blades 717954
3.2mm(1/8”) Blade 701947
4.8mm(3/16”) Blade 701948
6.3mm(1/4”) Blade 701949
8mm(5/16”) Blade 701950
9.5mm(3/8”) Blade 701951

 Code

This version of the Veritas Small Plough Plane excels at cutting 
grooves, rebates and tongues. It also has the ability to cut 
decorative beading. 

The Veritas Small Plough Plane features a 168mm (6-5/8”) long 
fence that registers solidly to the workpiece. Double guide rods 
and a special collet locking system prevent the fence from racking. 
The fence is through-drilled, allowing you to add a wooden fence 
extension. The large wooden rear tote offers a solid, comfortable 
grip. The 225mm (9”) long ductile cast iron body weighs 795g 
(1-3/4lb) and has a machined 45° blade bed. Large brass knobs 
make adjustments fast and easy without need for tools. The fence 
offset with a 6.35mm (1/4”) blade is from flush up to a maximum 
of 38mm (1-1/2”). The adjustable depth stop has relieved edges 
to avoid marking your work. Secured directly by a brass knob, it 
controls the depth of the groove or rebate (maximum 12.7mm 
(1/2”) deep.

Supplied with a 6.35mm (1/4”) wide lapped A2 tool steel blade.

Conversion Kit 
for Small Plough Plane code: 502480

This conversion kit allows your Veritas Small Plough Plane 
to accommodate tongue-cutting blades as well and straight 
blades over 9.5mm wide. 

It clamps and supports both sides of the cutter to prevent twisting 
in use. The kit is composed of a 125mm long machined ductile 
iron skate with a brass locking knob and a parallel adjustment 
screw (used to ensure skate and fence alignment). Easy to install or 
remove from the guide rods.

Depth Stop Upgrade 
for Small Plough Plane 

code: 102333
Veritas has upgraded the clamp mechanism for the depth stop 
on the Veritas Small Plough Plane. 

This change provides greater clamping force to the depth stop shaft. 
It reduces the chance of accidentally pushing the depth stop to a 
new position while the plane is in use. This new clamp mechanism is 
compatible with all existing small plough planes. Planes purchased 
after 1 March 2016 include this upgraded depth stop.

Modified Skate for 
Beading Blade 
on Small Plough Plane 

code: 102334

From 1 March 2016, Veritas Small Plough Planes will have a 
modified skate profile allowing the use of beading blades (all 
three sizes). 

The skate on the new version of the plane is much narrower than the 
original. For anyone wishing to use an older model with the beading 
cutters, the narrower skate is available to retrofit to the existing plane.

Miniature Bench Plane code: 103550

This miniature tool is a fully functional 1/3 scale version of the 
Veritas Small Bevel-Up Smoothing Plane. 

Overall, it measures 90mm (3.1/2”) long and 20.5mm (13/16”) wide. 
The A2 blade is 16mm (5/8”) wide and 1.5mm (0.06”) thick. The 25° 
bevel angle, together with the 13° bed angle, provides an effective 
cutting angle of 38°. A stainless-steel Norris-style adjuster lets you 
set the blade with micro precision. This plane is easily capable of 
taking a fine shaving. The investment-cast stainless steel body has 
a fixed mouth, machined sides and a ground sole. The front knob 
and rear tote are bubinga. The plane weighs about 64g (2.1/4oz). 
To complement this fine quality tool, it comes in a French-fitted 
embossed leatherette case.

Shooting Board Plane
The mass of this plane, its long base and low centre of gravity make it both stable and effective. Tipping the scales at just over 
3.5kg and just under 400mm long, it is a substantial plane; you will appreciate the authority it provides when shooting. 

The body is fully stress-relieved, ductile cast iron, with a sole and 
running surface machined flat and square to one another; the 
54mm wide running surface fits the classic Stanley #52 chute 
board. Three set screws let you compensate for slight inaccuracies 
in a wooden shooting board by adjusting the blade square to the 
workpiece. 

Loosening a brass locking knob allows you to adjust the mouth 
opening, while a stop-screw retains mouth settings and prevents 
contact between the blade and movable toe. You can set the 
adjustable rear tote at a comfortable angle for use with the sole 
vertical or horizontal as on a normal plane.

A bevel-up plane, it has a blade skewed 20° to reduce cutting 

resistance, producing a shearing cut that leaves a neat, crisp finish 
on end grain. Combined with the 12° bed angle and 25° blade 
bevel, this yields an effective cutting angle of 35°. 

The tool includes a lapped blade of either O1 or PM-V11™ tool 
steel. It uses the same 57mm wide blades as our other bevel-up 
planes. A Norris-style mechanism combines feed and lateral 
adjustments for easy, precise blade setting. Available in right 
-handed version.

Plane C/W O1 25° Blade 717122
Plane C/W PM-V11 Blade 25° 717195
Shooting Board Track - Short 400mm(16”) 101708
Shooting Board Track - Long 610mm(24”) 101883

 Code
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Router Plane

Router Plane 701927
1/4” Straight Blade 701929
1/2” Straight Blade 701930
1/2” Pointed Blade 701931

 Code

With a ductile cast iron body accurately machined and 
ground flat to a high standard, the Veritas Router Plane is 
ideal for cutting dadoes and grooves or for cleaning out areas 
to a precise depth. 

Blade depth is set by a fine screw feed and a positive locking 
depth stop sets depth of cut. A spring-loaded collar holds the 
blade, allowing easy blade adjustment and removal. The knobs 
are positioned for comfort and control. Includes two high carbon 
steel cutters: a two-piece 12.7mm (1/2”) straight forged blade and 
a two-piece 12.7mm (1/2”) pointed blade (for final smoothing). 
Weight 900g (2 lb), base size 142 x 80mm. 

The optional fence (available separately) which is made of 
stainless steel and aluminum can be positioned on either side 
of the plane and will work on both straight and curved pieces. 
In addition to using for dadoes or grooves, the router plane is 
the perfect tool for inlay or for cleaning out areas for hardware 
installation, where fine control is critical.  If you would like to make 
a pair of custom handles, a hardware kit that includes two turned 
brass connectors, two hanger bolts, a hex bolt is available.

Blade Jig  for Router Plane code: 701933

• Either of the 1/2” blades can be attched to this jig
•  Turns the task of sharpening into a much more normal procedure

Fence for Router Plane code: 701928
• Stainless steel and aluminum
• Can be positioned on either side of the plane
• Work on both straight and curved pieces

Medium Router Plane

Router Plane (1/4” Blade) 717673
Router Plane (1/2” Blade) 717674

 Code

Slightly larger than the Veritas small router plane, this tool has 
the advantage of using the same blades as the full-size router 
plane. This means any of the blades available for this will fit. 

The plane can be used as a closed mouth router or the blade 
can also be used in an outboard configuration, with the blade 
extending past the body for bullnose applications. The blade-
clamping knob uses a wave washer to hold the blade as it is 
loosened for easy, controlled depth adjustment. An included 
stainless steel depth-stop collar locks onto the blade shaft to limit 
cutting depth to a preset maximum. The plane can make cuts up to 
1” deep with the depth stop installed or up to 1.3/4” deep without 
it. The ductile cast iron body has been accurately machined and 
ground flat. The plane is 3.1/2” wide by 3” deep and weighs about 
13oz. A versatile plane, particularly on narrow material or in 
confined areas. Available with either a 1/4” or 1/2” blade. 

Cabinetmaker’s 
Trimming Plane code: 506303

Commonly called a chisel plane, this 165mm long by 44mm 
wide plane has an exposed full width blade that lets you work 
up to adjacent surfaces.

It excels at making paring cuts in places where a chisel would be 
awkward or impossible to use, making short work of cleaning up 
corners and joints inside carcasses. 

Because the blade can be set level with the sole, you can also trim 
plugs or small inlays flush without marring the surrounding wood. 
Cast from tough ductile iron, the sole and sides are accurately 
machined and surface ground to be flat and square, with recesses 
cast into the side for grip. The large angled rear knob seats 
comfortably in the palm.

It has a large thumb wheel for depth adjustment and 4 set screws 
accurately register the blade in the body. It comes with a lapped O1 
steel blade hardened to Rc 58-60. The 20° bevel blade coupled with 
the 15° bed angle yields an effective cutting angle of 35°, severing 
end-grain fibres cleanly and minimising tearing. Weighs 0.544kg.

Small Router Plane

Small Router Plane 701934
A2 Blade for Small Router Plane 701935

 Code

A versatile tool for fine work, particularly on narrow material 
or in confined areas. 

The sole is designed to completely encircle the blade when in the 
closed-throat position for maximum registration to the workpiece, 
even when approaching from the side or working the edge. This 
also allows it to bridge recesses, providing great stability even on 
narrow stock. The blade may be positioned inboard for standard 
closed-throat use, or outboard, where the cutting edge of the 
blade extends beyond the body, for true bullnose work. The 
blade-clamping knob has been positioned behind the blade to 
allow visibility and chip clearance. The comfortable ductile cast 
iron body is accurately machined and features a lapped sole. The 
plane is 82.5mm(3.1/4”) wide and 57mm(2.1/4”) deep, with a 
6.35mm(1/4”) wide high-carbon steel blade. Weight 200g(7oz).

Miniature Router Plane code: 952975

This 75mm wide router plane not only looks like its full-size 
counterpart, it works like it too. Comfortable to hold and 
manoeuvre, it is ideal for hardware installation, fine inlay or 
intarsia work. 

It comes with a 3.2mm wide A2 tool-steel blade (hardened to 
HRC 60-62), positioned inboard for standard use or outboard for 
true bullnose work. The carefully machined stainless steel body 
has a ground and lapped sole. The sole encircles the blade for 
maximum registration to a workpiece and to bridge recesses for 
stability on narrow stock. The knobs are Bubinga. A fine screw 
feed mechanism sets blade depth, whilst a knurled clamping 
knob secures the blade. Weight just 55g, supplied in an embossed, 
French-fitted presentation box.
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Edge Trimming Plane

Edge Trimming Plane - R/H A2 701952
Edge Trimming Plane - L/H A2 701953

 Code

Edge trimming planes are used for final trimming cuts on 
jointed boards to ensure smooth edges at exactly 90° to the 
face, and for working end grain. 

Having both right- and left-hand models available becomes 
advantageous when you need to accommodate grain running in 
opposite directions on the same board, but have only one true 
reference face, such as when working on a length of moulding. 
Made in Canada, the planes are durable ductile iron, with a 12° 
bed angle and 30° blade skew. The 3.2mm(1/8”) thick blades are 
32mm(1.1/4”) wide to let you plane material up to 25.4mm(1”) 
wide. The depth adjustment mechanism is a large thumb wheel 
and an independent traveller, resulting in fast and accurate depth 
setting with no blade skewing. Set screws along the side prevent 
the blade from shifting when knots are encountered. The fence 
is drilled to allow blocks to be added or to affix a wooden wedge 
for cutting controlled bevels, such as in boatbuilding. Each weighs 
770g(1lb 6 oz.). The lapped blades have a flatness tolerance of 
±0.005mm or better over the working surface, and with an average 
roughness surface finish of 0.000127mm(5 microinches) or better. 
Supplied with A2 steel blades.

Small Scraping Plane code: 210948

The Veritas Small Scraping Plane is a great tool for the final 
smoothing of small, flat surfaces, even highly figured timber, or 
small areas of difficult grain within a larger surface.  

The scraping plane comes into action after the surface has been 
prepared as well as possible using a finely tuned smoothing plane. 
What the scraping plane does is to replace the need for sanding 
prior to applying a finish. Because the scraping plane cuts the 
wood fibres rather than tears them, it will further bring out the 
beauty of the wood grain, rather than mute it as sandpaper would.  
This plane is supplied with a 50mm by 1mm thick high carbon steel 
blade with its cutting edge ground at 45°. The pitch, or blade angle, 
is 20° forward from vertical. The full width blade and adjustable 
palm rest (which pivots to either side) allows the plane to be used 
right up to a vertical face. Depth of cut is regulated by applying 
camber to the blade. By slightly bowing or arching the blade, you 
also eliminate ridges in the work surface caused by blade corners.

Scraping Plane

Scraping Plane 701915
A2 Blade 701917

 Code

The Veritas Scraping Plane is the ideal tool for final smoothing. 
Tear-out is virtually eliminated with the cutting action of the 
included scraping blade. 

The generous Bubinga front knob and rear handle make it 
comfortable to use for extended periods and the large sole ensures 
an accurately flattened surface. The adjustable frog enables blade 
angles from 0° to 25°, providing fine control of the cutting action. 
A feature unique to the scraping plane is an integral thumbscrew 
that bows the blade to eliminate ridges in the work surface 
caused by blade corners. The plane comes with a 1.4mm(0.055”) 
high-carbon steel blade suited to this technique, and an optional 
3.2mm(1/8”) thick blade of A2 tool steel is available for those who 
prefer uncambered blades. Weight is 1.8kg(4lb).

Inset Plane code: 503976

You could use this small plane, as it stands, in a similar way 
you would use a finger plane. However, the initial purpose was 
for use in a self-made wooden plane body. 

This allows you full control over the shape and function of the 
finished plane to suit your purpose. It is particularly useful for 
making a chamfer plane tailored to a specific angle. Fitting neatly 
into a 43mm x 19mm mortice, the cast stainless steel body has 
a hand finishd sole, a 45° bed angle and a fixed mouth. A brass 
retention screw secures the included 30° bevel A2 tool steel blade 
(1.5mm thick by 12mm wide). Notches along the sides of the body 
permit mechanical glue lock. Instructions are included for creating 
a basic wooden body as well as chamfer guides. This is a simple 
way to construct a unique plane.

Mitre Planes

Mitre Plane & O1 Blade 101710
Mitre Plane & PM-V11 Blade 101712
2” O1 Blade 101713
2” PM-V11 Blade 101716

 Code

The body is fully stress-relieved, ductile cast iron, with both sides 
machined flat and square to the sole. Weighing almost 2.25kg, it 
has a heft that provides good inertia. Its 266mm long and 68mm 
wide sole, with a toe fully one third the length, gives it solid 
registration even when used at an angle for a skewed cut. 

Being a bevel-up plane, it has a low 12° bed angle for exceptionally 
clean end-grain cuts. The 50mm wide, 4.8mm thick lapped blade 
is available in O1 or PM-V11® tool steel. The Norris-style adjuster 
extends under the rear knob to allow easy adjustment. Two blade 
guide screws prevent lateral blade shifting.

This plane offers a comfortable grip whether you use it on its side or 
upright. When used on a shooting board, the side-mounted horn lets 
you push the plane with the web of your thumb. You can attach the 
shooting horn on either side of the plane for right or left-handed use. 
When used upright deep finger grooves in the sides and the front 
knob provide a secure grip. The rear knob provides a comfortable 
palm rest for driving the plane forward. Both the knobs and the 
shooting horn are made of torrefied maple.

By loosening the front knob, the plane’s adjustable mouth can be set 
to a fine opening; a brass thumbscrew retains mouth settings and 
prevents the toe from contacting the blade.
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Mortice Plane code: 506360

The Veritas Hinge Mortice plane can accurately cut the recesses 
for door hinges or strike plates in a fraction of the time it takes to 
set up a router or chop them out with a chisel. 

The precision blade depth adjuster ensures an accurate, uniform 
depth. The ductile cast iron body has been accurately machined 
and ground flat. The large wooden knobs are positioned to provide 
comfort and excellent control. This plane uses the same blades as the 
large Veritas router plane so all the blades for the router will also fit 
this plane. Full instructions are supplied for laying out and cutting a 
hinge mortice. A blade holder is supplied as an aid to sharpening the 
HCS 19mm blade. 

Plane Blade Cases

Plane Blade Case Bevel Up 502387
Plane Blade Case Bevel Down 502388

 Code

• Durable polypropylene blade cases
• One-piece, hinged clamshell design with a locking clasp
•  Bevel-up blade case for all Veritas block plane blades and bevel-

up planes
•  Bevel-down case for Veritas bench, Record and Stanley bench 

and block planes 
•  Includes 2 self-adhesive labels and a VCI (Vapour Corrosion 

Inhibitor) 
• Made in the U.K.

Miniature Edge Plane code: 952857

This is a 1/3-scale version of the Veritas iron edge plane. It is 
a fully functional miniature. Useful for fine trimming work on 
thin stock up to 10mm thick, such as with small-scale boxes, 
it fits the hand well, making it easy to control under fingertip 
pressure. 

The 60mm long body and lever cap are machined, investment-
cast stainless steel. The 1.5mm thick by 12.7mm wide A2 steel 
blade has a 25° bevel angle, and, like the original, is bedded at 12° 
and skewed at 30°. The blade position and depth of cut is easily 
set by hand. Supplied in a French-fitted embossed leatherette box, 
weight 45g.

Miniature Shoulder Plane code: 952802

The initial idea behind this miniature version of the Veritas 
medium shoulder plane was to challenge the limitations of 
the materials, design and manufacturing processes (not to 
mention the patience of the engineers!).

It weighs a mere 48g and measures 63.5mm long by 6.3mm 
wide, it is the smallest plane Veritas have made to date. It is 
fully functional, comfortable to hold and easy to manoeuvre 
and control. A remarkably effective plane when it comes 
to fine trimming or cleaning the bottoms of narrow dados. 
Investment cast from stainless steel, the body has a fixed mouth 
and accurately machined and surface ground sole and sides. A 
stainless steel Norris-style adjuster lets you set the full-width A2 
blade (1.5mm thick) with precision. Supplied in a French-fitted 
embossed leatherette box

Miniature Low Angle Block Plane 
code: 504079

This version of the Veritas low angle block plane is about a 
third the size of the original. At just under 60mm long and 
19mm wide, it is a useful size for small-scale work or where a 
larger plane would be difficult to use. 

The low 12° bed angle combined with the 25° blade bevel gives 
it a cutting angle of 37°, making it also suitable for end-grain use. 
The stainless steel Norris-style adjuster lets you set the 12.7mm 
wide A2 blade with precision. The body is made from investment-
cast stainless steel, and has a fixed mouth, machined sides and a 
ground sole. Weighs 48g. Made in Canada. Supplied in a French-
fitted embossed leatherette box.
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Beading Blades

1/8” Beading Blade RH 05P272 102335
3/16” Beading Blade RH 05P5273 102336
1/4” Beading Blade RH 05P5274 102337

 Code

• Made from PM-V11® tool steel
•  Fits latest Veritas Small Plough Plane to create decorative beads
• 3.2mm (1/8”), 4.8mm (3/16”) and 6.35mm (1/4”) diameters
• Right hand cutting
•  Please note: Veritas Small Plough Planes purchased before 26 

February 2016 require a modified skate and depth stop upgrade 
in order to use beading blades

Blades for 
Veritas Premium 
Block Planes

O1 Blade 506350
PM-V11 Blade 506352

 Code

• Choose from O1 steel or PM-V11 alloy
• Lapped to a flatness tolerance of 0.005mm(0.0002”)
• 3.6mm(9/64”) thick x  35mm(1.3/8”) wide

By purchasing this product, you are confirming that you are 
AGED 18 or over and that the person receiving the delivery is 
also over 18. Please note that we do occasionally ask for proof 
of age. 

Slow Bevel Up Adjuster

Slow Bevel Up Adjuster, Type A 102523
Slow Bevel Up Adjuster, Type B 102524

 Code

• Upgrade your Veritas bevel-up plane
• Easy retrofit, simply replaces standard adjuster
• Very fine thread makes setting depth of cut far more precise. 
• Two versions are available

PM-V11 Plane Blades

• Extremely durable PM-V11 steel alloy
• At least twice the edge life of A2 steel
• Highly wear-resistant, yet easy to sharpen
• Blades lapped to a flatness tolerance of +/-0.0127mm

Low Angle & Standard Block Plane 25° 503969
No.4.1/2 & No.6 Planes 25° 503970
No.4, No.5 & No.5.1/4 Planes 25° 503971
Low Angle Smoothing Plane 25° 503972
Low Angle Jack & Std Bevel Up Planes 25° 503973
Low Angle Jack & Std Bevel Up Planes 38° 503974
Small Bevel Up Plane 25° 503975
Jack Rebate Plane 25° 502394

 Code

Plane Screwdriver code: 210904

A standard screwdriver never really works well on cap iron 
screws. By the time you find one with a wide enough blade it’s 
generally a couple of feet long and unwieldy. 

A narrow blade can mar the cap-screw slot, and there’s always the 
risk that the screwdriver tip will slip out of the slot altogether. This 
dumpy screwdriver makes it both safe and easy to remove, replace 
or adjust cap irons. It features a turned brass collar surrounding 
the tip to capture the head of a cap iron screw up to 21/32” in 
diameter, and a generous Bubinga knob for a comfortable, secure 
grip. The slot-style tip is durable alloy steel. It fits all standard cap 
iron screws on current and vintage Record and Stanley planes as 
well as others based on them.

Cap Irons 
for Record & 
Stanley Planes

Cap Iron 2” (50mm) 506369
Cap Iron 2.3/8” (60mm) 506370

 Code

• Cap irons for Record and Stanley Planes
• Made of corrosion-resistant A2 steel
• 2”(50mm) suitable for No.4 and 5 planes
• 2.3/8”(60mm) suitable for No.4.1/2, 5.1/2, 6 and 7 planes

PM-V11 Blades 
for Record & 
Stanley Planes

2” (50mm) 506371
2.3/8” (60mm) 506372

 Code

• PM-V11 Blades for Record & Stanley Planes
• Extremely durable PM-V11 steel alloy
• At least twice the edge life of A2 steel
• Highly wear-resistant, yet easy to sharpen
• Blades lapped to a flatness tolerance of +/-0.0127mm

Veritas Variable Angle Fence 
For Veritas Planes code: 101717

This innovative plane fence mounts onto the sides of the 
Veritas custom bench planes, shooting plane, bevel-up jointer 
plane and jack rebate plane.  

Two stainless steel thumbscrews use the tapped holes in the 
plane’s side. The design doesn’t limit you to only right angles. The 
fence pivots to allow accurate and consistent planing of any angle 
from 45° to 135°. A spring-loaded lever locks the fence securely. 
Through-holes in the 280mm(11”) long aluminium fence allow 
you to attach a wooden extension or a tapered spacer for planing 
angles less than 45°.

Shooting Board Track
Use this straight, durable aluminium track to make your own 
indispensable shooting board.  It not only simplifies the whole 
process of making a shooting board, it also guarantees a highly 
accurate result. 

Initially designed to fit the Veritas shooting plane and shooting 
sander, any other plane with a running surface between 52mm and 
57mm will work perfectly. Low-friction UHMW strips in the bottom 
of the track let your plane glide smoothly. You can adjust the 
stainless steel outer rail for a perfect fit. Screws for mounting the 
track to a shooting board are included.

Shooting Board Track - Short 400mm(16”) 101708
Shooting Board Track - Long 610mm(24”) 101883

 Code
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VERITAS SPOKESHAVES

Low Angle Spokeshave code: 800134
This spokeshave returns to a traditional design of many years 
ago with the blade set at 20° and with a 25° micro bevel which 
produces a very clean cut. 

Cutting depth is adjusted by altering the position of the toe piece 
rather than the blade, which is fixed to the body. The shape of the 
body allows it to be used in the conventional position for flat or 
convex work whilst turned over it can be used for concave work. 
The body is cast aluminium whilst the blade is a high quality tool 
steel which holds its edge over a long period of time. Another fine 
product from Veritas.

Large Spokeshave code: 210947
This large spokeshave is ideally suited for shaping large, gently curved projects such as buckets, barrels, coopered doors, masts 
and paddle blades. 

The thick blade, carefully machined lever cap and blade bed all combine to produce chatter free cutting in virtually all conditions. The 
3.2mm (0.125”) thick blade (A2 tool steel) is seated at 45° to the sole. The ductile cast iron body is fitted with African rosewood handles, 
shaped for comfort and control, offering several ways to grip the tool comfortably with no corners or edges to cause discomfort when 
either pulling or pushing. The toe provides a convenient thumb rest that allows the user to choke up on the body to achieve an unusual 
degree of control for fine work. The twin adjustment thumb wheels quickly and accurately control the depth of cut and skew. Overall 
length 470mm, blade width 65mm, weight 600g

Spokeshaves
All three Veritas spokeshaves have been designed for smooth, effective, chatter free shaping of chair spindles, panel edges, 
paddles and tool handles. 

The 3.2mm(1/8”) thick A2 steel blade, machined lever cap and blade bed achieve chatter free cutting in virtually all conditions. The ductile 
cast iron body is fitted with Bubinga handles, shaped for comfort and control. The toe serves as a thumb rest allowing the user to choke 
up on the body to attain exceptional control for fine work. Twin adjustment wheels quickly and accurately control cut depth and skew 
and shims let you adjust the mouth opening as needed. The flat and round spokeshaves are general workhorses, suited to practically 
every kind of woodworking.

 The round spokeshave has a 44.5mm(1.3/4”) radius. The concave spokeshave is popular with chair and paddle makers, with a 45° bed 
angle and a sole radius of 33.3mm(1.5/16”), it is the first choice for a wide range of jobs from small spindles to large oars. Each spokeshave 
weighs about 450g (12 oz.), 267mm(10.1/2”) long overall. 

Chair Devils code: 701963
Chair devils are wonderful tools for final shaping and 
smoothing of round parts such as chair spindles and posts. 

The specially shaped scraper blade rounds the workpiece, 
removing any spokeshave marks. We offer three sizes: 
12.7mm(1/2”) diameter for spindles, 22mm(7/8”) diameter 
for rungs, and 32mm(1.1/4”) diameter for legs and posts. The 
machined steel bodies are fitted with Bubinga handles shaped for 
comfort and control. The machined toe and the two thumbscrews 
are solid brass. The high-carbon steel blades are 1mm(0.040”) thick, 
hardened to HRC 48-52, and come with a finely ground 45° cutting 
edge. Full instructions included. These tools are a joy to use and are 
an excellent companion for spokeshave use.

Curved Base Spokeshave 701956
Flat Base Spokeshave 701957
Concave Spokeshave 701959

 Code
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SPOKESHAVES VERITAS SCRAPING

Cast Round Spokeshave

Cast Round Spokeshave 506358
Replacement PM-V11 Blade 506359

 Code

Founded in 1825, Edward Preston & Sons Ltd. produced 
some of the finest tools of the Victorian age. Lee Valley have 
created a close replica of their model 1374 round-bottomed 
spokeshave, a tool as elegant as it is effective. 

Smaller than typical spokeshaves at 170mm long overall, it is 
designed for fine smoothing and shaping, with a tight mouth 
opening that helps reduce tear-out and a 16mm radius sole that 
allows you to work tight curves. Raised handles keep your hands 
clear of the work. This version is investment-cast in stainless steel 
and faithfully reproduces the polished scrollwork and scalloped 
borders of the original. The lapped PM-V11® blade is 35mm 
wide and 2.4mm thick with a 30° bevel, and clamped with a 
thumbscrew and cap iron. For those who appreciate the benefits 
of cutting edge technology with more than a hint of nostalgia, 
this is surely a must have item.

Miniature Spokeshave code: 506305

This spokeshave is the latest addition to the Veritas line of 
fully functional miniature tools. 

At less than an ounce and only 89mm(3.1/2”) long overall, it is a 
third the size of their regular flat-bottomed spokeshave, and is 
useful for making fine shaping cuts where a full-sized tool would 
be too bulky or awkward to use. Made of investment-cast stainless 
steel, the low profile body has a 45° blade bed, a tight fixed 
mouth opening and bubinga handles. The sole and blade bed are 
machined. The 19mm(3/4”) wide and 1.6mm(1/16”) thick A2 blade 
is hardened to Rc60-62. Supplied in a fitted embossed leatherette 
box, it makes a great gift.

For any major scraping work, nothing beats a ball-joint 
scraper. The handle can be set anywhere in a 70° cone, 
allowing a comfortable grip and effective blade orientation in 
virtually any circumstance. 

The handle unlocks or locks solidly with a quarter turn. Another 
advance is the hand rest on the blade. Substantial pressure can be 
applied to speed work. 

The high carbon steel (HCS) blade is great for finishing bare wood 
surfaces. The 75 x 75 x 1.6mm HCS blade comes with one edge 
bevelled. You may wish to bevel one or more others, but it also 
works perfectly well treated as a heavy duty cabinet scraper with 
square, burnished edges. 

Ball-Joint Scraper

Ball-Joint Scraper HCS 200808
Replacement Blade 75 x 75mm 200809

 Code

The Veritas Cabinet Scraper can be used to smooth glue lines 
or surfaces such as panels and table tops, or where there is 
tricky grain, without tear out, digs or gouges. 

The sole is longer and the handles have been placed further back 
and slightly lower than the No.80 on which it is based. This allows 
pressure to be applied directly in line with the cutting edge and 
prevents the blade from catching when the scraper runs off the 
end of the workpiece. The 70mm(2.3/4”) wide blade has both 
cutting edges ground at 45° to permit preparation of two edges 
at once. The 80mm (3.3/16”) x 85mm(3.3/8”) sole is surface ground 
for accuracy. The body is made from ductile cast iron, overall 
length 290mm(11.1/2”) weight approximately 740g(1lb.10oz).

Cabinet Scraper

Cabinet Scraper 474843
Replacement Blade 477459

 Code

Cabinet Scraper Holder code: 510436

Absorbing the heat and stress normally levied on the hands 
when cabinet scraping, this scraper holder made in glass 
reinforced nylon with brass fittings will take traditional 
cabinet scrapers 140 to 150mm long. 

The blade can be given an appropriate bow using the central 
screw adjuster. Work traditionally without the pain! Includes a 
Veritas milled edge scraper.

Chairmaker’s Scraper

Chairmaker’s Scraper 701968
Concave Blade 12.7mm(1/2”) 701970
Concave Blade 32mm(1.1/4”) 701972
Convex Blade 38mm(1.1/2”) 701973

 Code

While this Chairmaker’s Scraper was designed primarily for 
chairmakers’ to use, it can be used for any other scraping task 
in the workshop. 

The appeal of this tool is that it can be used as is for scraping flat 
surfaces with the included straight blade. For scraping round 
pieces, additional blades are available: three concave shapes in 
12.7mm(1/2”), 22mm(7/8”) and 31mm(1.1/4”) diameters and one 
convex 38mm(1.1/2” radius). The straight blade could also be 
ground to a specific shape. All blades are made from 1.5mm(0.060”) 
thick high-carbon steel. The machined cast steel body is fitted with 
a large rear handle and a front knob of African rosewood.

Miniature Cabinet Scraper code: 102160

This one third scale cabinet scraper is a fully functional 
miniature tool. It operates in the same way as the full 
size original and is surprisingly effective. It measures 
97mm(3.13/16”) wide overall and weighs about 46g. Its small 
size allows fine control when smoothing surfaces.

The 24mm(15/16”) wide blade, made of spring steel and ground at 
a 45° angle, is held at a consistent depth and angle. A thumbscrew 
lets you camber the blade to control the amount of bite and 
prevents the blade corners from leaving ridges. The handle 
position lets you apply force directly in line with the cutting edge.

Made of investment-cast steel with a stainless-steel camber screw. 
Supplied in a French-fitted embossed leatherette box, a great gift 
for any woodworker.
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VERITAS SCRAPING

The Veritas Scraper Shave is a versatile small scraper suitable 
for small-scale work, fine detailing, or any application where a 
normal scraping plane would be too large. 

The design of the tool allows a controlled scraping action that 
effectively smoothes the workpiece. Can be used as a companion 
tool with Veritas Chair Devils for smoothing of non-round chair 
parts such as crest rails, arm bows and seat blank edges. Similar 
in construction to the Chair Devils, it has a machined steel body, 
comfortable Bubinga handles, and a solid brass machined toe and 
thumbscrews. The high-carbon steel blade is 1mm(0.040”) thick 
and hardened to HRC 48-52, with a 45° cutting edge that can be 
readily burnished to create a long-lasting hook.

Scraper Shave code: 701976

Super-Hard Curved Cabinet Scrapers

Set of 3 0.4mm(0.015”) 510434
Set of 3 0.6mm(0.024”) 510433

 Code

These Veritas scrapers are hardened to HRC 48-52 for 
increased durability, somewhat harder than most standard 
scrapers.

In addition, their edges are carefully milled to a sharp 90° and 
are suitable for immediate fine work whilst heavier work only 
requires a slight hook to be burnished onto their edges. Available 
in two sets of three curved scrapers, either 0.4mm(0.015”) or 
0.6mm(0.024”) thick.

Super-Hard Milled 
Scrapers code: 476257

Whereas most cabinet scrapers are sheared from spring steel 
and hardened to HRC 38-42, these Veritas scrapers are harder 
(HRC 48-52) and hold an edge longer. 

Their edges are carefully milled to a square, sharp 90°. The set 
includes four thicknesses: for fine work, 0.4mm(0.016”) and 
0.6mm(0.024”) thick, each 50mm x 150mm(2” x 6”); for heavier 
work, 0.8mm(0.032”) and 1mm(0.042”) thick, each 60mm x 
150mm(2.3/8” x 6”).

Tri-Burnisher code: 475477

This is designed to perform all the functions of round, 
triangular and oval burnishers. It has a mirror finish to 
guarantee smooth hooks on cabinet scrapers. 

The blade is hardened to HRC58-60 to be much harder than 
scrapers it is used on. The overall length is 275mm including the 
hardwood handle. 

Variable Burnisher code: 510438 Although filing and honing a cabinet scraper is relatively 
easy, it is the raising of a burr where problems seem to 
occur. 

The Veritas Variable Burnisher completely eliminates this 
problem and makes this an easy job. The burnisher has 
carbide rods fixed at an angle in a brass hub. The dial on the 
face allows the angle to be set anywhere between 0° and 
15°. You rotate the knurled brass knob to your chosen angle 
and then lock it into place with the brass thumbscrew. The 
body of the burnisher is slotted so the angle is constantly 
maintained during use and, being made of plastic, it will not 
damage or scratch the scraper’s face. Woodworkers used to 
using a traditional burnishing tool will also find this useful 
since it can be used to put different cutting characteristics on 
different edges of a scraper. This Veritas tool makes it possible 
for anyone to burnish a cabinet scraper to the desired angle 
perfectly every time. Each set includes a cabinet scraper (150 x 
60mm) and full instructions. 
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VERITAS CHISELS

This chisel is designed specifically for squaring off the corners 
of routed hinge gains. 

The 9.5mm(3/8”) square blade is precision ground with a 35° bevel 
on each face, made of long wearing A2 tool steel, and hardened 
to Rc60. Though it can be used on its own, greater accuracy is 
ensured by use of the 50mm tall anodized aluminum guide block. 
Two embedded rare earth magnets hold the chisel squarely in 
place, while the outside faces of the block register against the 
routed pocket. 

A tap on the chisel cuts the corner square and flush with the 
routed edges. You will come to appreciate the fine edge and 
long wearing properties of the chisel when you finally have to 
resharpen it, as sharpening corner chisels is never an easy task! 

Magnetic Corner Chisel code: 475273

PM-V11 is a new innovative steel alloy and is extremely 
durable. It can withstand the impact of heavy chopping cuts, 
even at bevel angles as low as 20°. 

It is highly wear-resistant, with an edge typically lasting twice as 
long as an A2 blade before it needs re-sharpening. It is as easy to 
sharpen as A2 steel using common methods such as water stones. 
In all probability PM-V11 is the best thing to happen to edge tools 
for a very long time. The chisel blades taper from shoulder to tip 
for strength and rigidity. They have parallel sides and true bevel 
edges for clearance when working into an angled corner. Veritas 
lap each blade to a flatness tolerance of +/-0.0127mm over the 
entire surface. 

The blade and handle connection is a tang and a socket-like 
ferrule. The hard maple handle has been kiln-baked at a high 
temperature, sealing it against humidity changes. The chisels are 
available in 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4” and 1” widths, with blades from 
117mm to 130mm long. The hardness is HRC 61-63. The 1/4” and 
3/8” chisels have 30° primary bevels; the others are 25°. All have 2° 
micro bevels, and require only final honing before use.

PM-V11 Bench Chisels

1/4”(6.3mm) 503977
3/8”(9.5mm) 503978
1/2”(12.7mm) 503979
3/4”(19mm) 503980
1”(25.4mm) 503981
1/8”(3.2mm) 506448
3/16”(4.8mm) 506449

 Code

Butt chisels are made in wider sizes than most chisels, making 
them efficient for wasting out large areas, such as the mortices 
for installing butt hinges. They also have shorter blades that 
some woodworkers find offer improved control. 

Made from PM-V11 steel alloy, the blades taper from shoulder to 
tip for strength and rigidity, and have parallel sides and true bevel 
edges for clearance and minimal friction when working into an 
angled corner or a tight recess.

Each blade is lapped flat. The blade and handle are connected 
with a tang and a socket-like stainless steel ferrule that seats 
directly onto the shoulder of the blade, with flats on the tang to 
prevent the handle from rotating. The hard maple handle has 
been torrefied, a heating process that changes the structure of 
the wood at the cellular level, stabilising it against swelling and 
shrinkage caused by humidity changes. Contoured to fit the hand 
nicely, the handles have a domed end that resists chipping from 
glancing mallet blows.

Overall lengths range from 7.1/2”(187mm) to 8”(200mm); blade 
length (including bolster) is about 3”(75mm). The 1/4”(6.35mm) 
chisel has a 30° primary bevel; the others are 25°. All have 2° micro-
bevels and require only final honing before use.

PM-V11 Butt Chisels

1/2”(12.7mm) 506308
3/4”(19mm) 506309
1.1/2”(38mm) 506311
2”(50mm) 506312

 Code

3 Piece Miniature Chisel Set code: 506867

Don’t let the size fool you. These are fully working, high 
quality tools even to the point of the blades made from 
Veritas’s own unique PM-V11 steel. They are about 1/3 of the 
scale of the Veritas bench chisels. 

Each one is only about 80mm long overall.  The three tools in 
the set have 3/8”(9.5mm), 1/4”(6.3mm) and 1/8”(3.2mm) wide 
blades. All permit a delicate touch for fine, controlled cuts, such 
as box making. Their 3/32”(2.4mm) thick PM-V11 steel blades are 
hardened to HRC 61-63 and ground flat on the face. They have a 
25° bevel. The chisel handles are Bubinga with a stainless-steel 
ferrule.
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Blade & stone 
not included

Mk.II Honing System

Honing System  200810
Honing Compound 477070

 Code

The main feature of the Veritas Mk.II is its blade registration 
system squaring and setting the blade in one easy step. The 
Mk.II Guide has three bevel angle range configurations: a high 
angle (25° to 54° in seven increments), standard (15° to 40° in 
six increments), and a third for back bevels. 

The registration jig slides onto the guide body, centering and 
squaring the blade using an integral fence. The clamping 
mechanism registers on the face of the blade and is designed to 
accept flat and tapered blades, as well as blades with irregular 
geometry. The Mk.II features a three-position eccentric roller 
allowing a micro-bevel to be honed quickly and accurately after 
only a simple turn of a knob. The 50mm wide roller is stable for 
even the narrowest of blades. The guide can easily accommodate 
chisels or blades from 6 to 72mm wide and up to 13mm thick 
including spokeshave blades. 

Sharpening stone not included

Camber Roller 
code: 202489

This is an attachment specifically designed for use with 
the Veritas Mk.II Honing Guide. When planing on large, flat 
surfaces, it is often desirable to hone a slight curve, or camber, 
into the edge of the blade. 

The Veritas Camber Roller Assembly has a barrel-shaped roller 
that allows limited rocking, whilst still maintaining an accurate 
and consistent bevel angle. Simply replace the standard roller 
assembly with the camber assembly and sharpen. The blade is still 
set using the registration jig, and the camber roller includes the 
standard eccentric system allowing micro-bevels to be honed.

Skew Registration Jig code: 202390

An accessory for the Veritas Mk.II honing guide, it is used 
in place of the standard 90° jig to set both skew and bevel 
angles, left and right on chisel and plane blades. 

The jig’s aluminium base has the angles laser etched from 10° 
to 45°  in 5° increments plus 18°, 22° and 28°  marks. Bevel angle 
settings allow for 20°, 25°, 30° and 35° bevels.

The Veritas jointer blade sharpener is designed to restore 
blades dulled from normal use, even if they contain minor nicks

It clamps blades up to 200mm(8”) long (including hand-plane 
blades) for sharpening on Wet & Dry abrasives. Just stick the 
abrasive to a flat surface (plate glass works well), adjust the elevating 
screw until the bevel is flat on the abrasive and use it as you would 
any other honing guide. After basic sharpening, switch to a fine 
abrasive and hone a fine micro-bevel. Two position stops ensure that 
successive blades are honed identically.

Made in Canada, cast aluminum with brass and steel fittings.

Jointer Blade Sharpener code: 474855

Mk.II Standard Narrow 
Blade Honing Guide Set code: 101257

An accessory for the Veritas Mk.II honing guide, it is used 
in place of the standard 90° jig to set both skew and bevel 
angles, left and right on chisel and plane blades. 

The jig’s aluminium base has the angles laser etched from 10° 
to 45°  in 5° increments plus 18°, 22° and 28°  marks. Bevel angle 
settings allow for 20°, 25°, 30° and 35° bevels.

Deluxe Mk.II Honing 
Guide Set code: 101262

The most versatile Veritas honing guide set to date. This 5 
piece deluxe honing guide set includes both the standard and 
narrow blade clamping heads, as well as the angle registration 
jig, straight roller base and camber roller base. 

Combined the heads accept blades ranging from 3mm(1/8”) 
to 73mm(2.7/8”) wide. The bases offer the options of straight 
or slightly cambered edges on your blades. The completely 
predicable results this set offers for a wide variety of blades makes 
it one of the most useful sharpening aids in the workshop of 
anyone who works with hand tools. 

Straight Grinding Jig code: 600303

This jig holds the tool firmly in position while grinding in 
order to give a perfectly straight edge. 

The positions of the jig clamping screws and the location pin can 
be altered to cater for different widths of tool and for setting a 30° 
angle for a skew chisel. The jig is designed for use with the Veritas 
grinder tool rest (available seperatly).

The toolrest and the grinding jig can be bought as separate items 
or, if preferred, as a pair with a useful cost saving. As always with 
Veritas products this jig is well thought-out and immaculately 
produced, and should prove to be of great use to the turner or 
general woodworker.

Mortice Chisel Adaptor 
for MK.II Honing Guide code: 103386

This adaptor expands the blade-holding capacity of the Veritas 
Mk.II Honing Guide to allow consistent, accurate honing of 
mortice chisels. It is compatible with both the standard and 
narrow-blade clamping heads. 

The Veritas Mortice Chisel Adaptor fits between the roller base and 
the blade clamping head of the honing guide. By increasing the 
height of blade carrier above the roller base, it allows you to sharpen 
the thicker blades of mortice chisels. With the adaptor in place you 
can sharpen chisels up to 17.5mm(11/16”) thick and achieve a bevel 
angle in the 30° to 35° range required for mortice chisels.

Narrow Blade Clamp 
Head Only code: 101261

The narrow blade clamping head is available separately as an 
accessory for existing owners of the standard Mk.II honing guide. 

It is interchangeable with the standard head in seconds. It securely 
clamps blades as narrow as 3mm(1/8”) and up to 38mm(1.1/2”) 
square to the jig. This head further extends the scope of your 
standard Mk.II jig. 
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Glass Lapping Plate code: 476783

The Veritas lapping plate is made from safety glass. 

It is 215 x 355 x 6.3mm (8-1/2” x 14” x 1/4”) and is guaranteed to 
be flat. Lapping Plate code: 210555

Measuring 300(12”) x 104(4.1/8”) x 28mm(1.1/8”) high and weighing approximately 6.3kg(14lb), this is one substantial lapping 
plate! 

Made from an iron chosen for its dimensional stability and 
material consistency (you won’t find blade-scratching carbides 
in the material), the bottom and sides are machined, and the top 
is ground flat to within 0.025mm(0.001”) over the entire surface. 
The unique channel design, optimised for a figure-eight lapping 
pattern, serves to eliminate resistance from hydraulic lock and 
captures excess oil, abrasive and slurry. For fingertip safety, the 
channels have been chamfered to eliminate sharp edges and 
corners. Not intended for heavy material removal, it is designed to 
condition or smooth previously ground surfaces and is used with 
light oil. 

We offer a range of grits, but we recommend 280 grit for twisted, 
wavy or linished objects, 400 grit for ground surfaces with a 
slightly rough texture, and 600 grit for surfaces requiring little 
material removal. While any grit size will ultimately achieve the 
same end result (since particles become progressively finer during 
the lapping process), the coarser the abrasive, the longer it takes 
to achieve a smooth surface.

A useful tool for improving the surface quality of plane soles, 
blades and chisels, it will lap materials up to the same surface area 
of the lapping plate, accommodating even a jack plane sole.

Waterstone Pond code: 600318
A compact and comprehensive system for both the use and 
storage of waterstones up to 12” in length. Twin clamping 
arms hold both coarse and fine stones at the same time with 
the aid of fully adjustable quick acting clamps. 

When not in use a cover keeps the stones clean, dust free and 
prevents evaporation. The large base unit has room enough for 
three or more stones. Manufactured from tough, rigid ABS with 
all metal parts in non-corrosive stainless steel and anodised 
aluminium. The base features non-slip pads to hold it firm when 
in use. The cover consists of a tempered glass plate backed with 
laminate which can be used in conjunction with 90 grit silicon 
carbide (supplied) to lap the stones to a flatness of plus or minus 
0.001” per inch of stone length. When not in use, the coarse stones 
can be stored directly in the water and the finer, wooden based 
ones left attached to the bar and just flipped over to be stored 
upside down. The whole thing can then be covered and stored 
ready for the next time the stones are required.

Steel Honing Plate code: 502403
Precision ground to a flatness tolerance of 0.127mm (0.005”) 
over the entire surface, this honing plate is an excellent 
substrate for diamond paste. 

The dimensionally stable low carbon steel will retain its flatness 
over a lifetime of ordinary use. The machining process creates 
a slight texture. This helps to capture diamond grit without 
compromising overall flatness. In use, the diamond particles readily 
embed into the softer steel to form a durable, fast-cutting abrasive 
surface. A dedicated plate for each grit size, should you choose 
to use more than one, cuts the risk of cross-contamination. Each 
measures 204 x 76 x 9.5mm and weighs 1.1kg.

Lapping Powder

Powder 90 Grit 113g(4oz) 477323
Powder 180 Grit 56g(2oz) 210531
Powder 280 Grit 56g(2oz) 210532
Powder 400 Grit 56g(2oz) 210533
Powder 600 Grit 56g(2oz) 210534
Set of 5 (56g) Lapping Grits 476020

 Code

We offer a range of grits, but we recommend 280 grit for 
twisted, wavy or linished objects, 400 grit for ground surfaces 
with a slightly rough texture, and 600 grit for surfaces 
requiring little material removal. 

While any grit size will ultimately achieve the same end result 
(since particles become progressively finer during the lapping 
process), the coarser the abrasive, the longer it takes to achieve a 
smooth surface. A range of grits available.

Because of the difficulty holding short blades such as those 
found in most spokeshaves, instrument makers’ planes, etc., 
sharpening them has been difficult. 

The Veritas small-blade holder solves this effectively and safely 
by securing the blade using two powerful rare-earth magnets 
embedded into anodised aluminum and an adjustable stop 
block. In effect, it transforms your short blade into something 
larger (38mm wide x 100mm long) that can be effectively held for 
sharpening, either by hand or by mounting in a honing guide.

Small Blade Holder 
code: 475978

Lapping Kit of 5 Grits code: 476020

We offer a range of grits, but we recommend 280 grit for 
twisted, wavy or linished objects, 400 grit for ground surfaces 
with a slightly rough texture, and 600 grit for surfaces 
requiring little material removal. 

While any grit size will ultimately achieve the same end result 
(since particles become progressively finer during the lapping 
process), the coarser the abrasive, the longer it takes to achieve a 
smooth surface. This set contains the following grits 90, 180, 280, 
400 & 600 each in 2oz containers.

Honing Compound code: 477070

Ideal for honing hardened steel blades, use on your chosen 
honing block/strop, felt, leather or wood. This honing 
compound, is one of the most effective on the market. 

It is primarily aluminum oxide blended with other fine abrasives 
to give the best combination of cutting speed and fine, mirror 
finish with a light wax film. The bonding is specially formulated 
for ease of charging, it can be used for final honing of almost any 
tool. 170g bar.
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This tool rest is designed for mounting directly to the bench in 
front of either a 150mm(6”) or 200mm(8”) bench grinder. 

In the face of the rest there is a slot into which the optional 
grinding jig (M0601) slides. The toolrest and the grinding jig can 
be bought as separate items or, if preferred, as a pair with a useful 
cost saving. As always with Veritas products this tool rest is well 
thought-out and immaculately produced, and should prove to be 
of great use to the turner or general woodworker.

Grinder 
Tool Rest

Grinder Tool Rest 600320
Rest c/w Straight Jig 600321
Straight Jig Only 600303

 Code

File not 
included

Jointer & Edger code: 600304

Serving the dual purposes of topping off the teeth of a hand 
saw prior to re-sharpening, and providing an accurate guide 
for filing the edges of cabinet scrapers. 

A file with a maximum thickness of 4.7mm, typically a 150mm 
second cut hand file, is clamped into the guide and run across the 
saw teeth or the scraper to produce an even and square result. 
The 45° guide face enables other scraper blades to be sharpened. 
Another use for this versatile tool is for keeping your ski edges nice 
and sharp; how versatile can you get?

Sharpening a mortice chisel significantly improves 
performance. We can recommend this pair of specially made 
diamond coated cones for most Taiwanese and Japanese 
mortice chisels and Veritas square hole punches. 

A coarse grit cone gives an initial grind, followed by a finer honing 
cone to create a sharp even edge.

Instructions

Use the cones in a drill press or your morticer if you have a chuck 
adaptor (a handheld drill is neither suitable nor safe). Clamp the 
bit vertically and securely, or drill a hole in a block of wood the 
same diameter as the chisel’s shank. The chisel must be held firmly 
and perpendicular. Fasten the coarse cone in the chuck and align 
it with the chisel so it centres exactly in the end of the chisel, do 
this 

BEFORE switching on. Running at low speed (150 to 250rpm), 
gently lower the cone until it just makes contact with the mortice 
bit. Carefully grind until you obtain a clean surface around the 
entire bevel. Replace it with the 350 grit cone and repeat the 
process, lightly honing the inside bevel. Use a fine flat stone lap 
the sides of the bit to remove any burrs.

Diamond Cone Mortice 
Chisel Sharpener code: 502458

Bevel Gauge 
code: 477398

Half the battle when sharpening is getting the bevel angle 
correct. A good bevel gauge is truly handy for quickly 
checking the grind angle of chisels, plane blades, turning 
tools, etc. 

A quick check confirms the angle last used for grinding or honing 
so that the edge geometry can be maintained. The Veritas bevel 
gauge has seven individual slots that will measure the most 
commonly used angles from 15° to 45° in 5° increments. Your eye 
is a fine instrument; it can easily interpolate other angles in the 
range, angles like 24° or 26°. The slots on the gauge are about 
19mm deep for good registration. An engineer’s corner at the 
base of each slot and the fact it is made from solid brass ensures it 
will not damage a honed edge. The pocket-sized disc is 62mm in 
diameter with a centre hole for hanging it on a nail. Made in USA.
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VERITAS SAWS
Gent’s Saws

Rip Cut 20tpi 952907
Crosscut 22tpi 952908

 Code

Sharing the same, advanced materials as the Veritas dovetail 
and carcass saws, these Gent’s saws have 200mm long high-
carbon steel blades just 0.4mm thick with 0.08mm of teeth set 
per side. 

The 20tpi ripsaw has teeth with a 14” rake angle and a 60° included 
angle. The teeth on the 22tpi crosscut saw have a rake angle of 
15°, an included angle of 60° and alternating 15° bevel angles so 
that they sever rather than tear wood fibres. Both saws have a cut 
depth of 41mm. For strength and rigidity, the glass and stainless 
steel-filled polymer spine is moulded over the blade and handle 
stud. A brass nut secures the Bubinga handle to the blade.

Fine-Tooth Dovetail Saw code: 211804

For woodworkers who prefer a fine-tooth dovetail saw, Veritas 
produce a premium example with a 20 teeth per 25mm (20tpi 
blade) filed for rip cutting. 

It has a 235mm (9.1/4”) long by 0.5mm thick high-carbon steel 
blade. The teeth have a rake angle of 14°, and an included angle of 
60°. The depth of cut is about 40mm (1.9/16”).

The back of this saw is injection moulded under high pressure onto 
the blade and stainless-steel handle-mounting bolt. This forms a 
solid one-piece blade/spine/mount assembly. The material used for 
the back incorporates stainless-steel powder for weight, glass fibre 
for stiffness, and a polymer resin binder. A brass nut fastener secures 
the comfortably shaped Bubinga handle. The saw has great balance 
it cuts easily, stays true and the pistol grip helps make the saw feel 
like an extension of your arm. Overall length 360mm (14.1/4”) 

Small Crosscut Saw code: 211803
The saw has a 235mm (9.1/4”) long by 0.5mm thick high-
carbon steel blade filed with 16 teeth per 25mm (16tpi). The 
teeth have 15° rake and bevel angles. 

The depth of cut is about 40mm. The back of this saw is injection 
moulded under high pressure onto the blade and stainless-steel 
handle-mounting bolt. This forms a solid one-piece blade/spine/
mount assembly. The material used for the back incorporates 
stainless-steel powder for weight, glass fibre for stiffness, and a 
polymer resin binder. A brass nut fastener secures the comfortably 
shaped Bubinga handle. The saw has great balance it cuts easily, 
stays true and the pistol grip helps make the saw feel like an 
extension of your arm. Overall length 360mm (14.1/4”).

The saw has a 275mm (11”) long by 0.5mm thick high-carbon 
steel blade filed crosscut at 14tpi. 

The teeth have a rake angle of 15°, an included angle of 60° with 
alternate 15° bevels to efficiently sever wood fibres rather than 
tear. The depth of cut is 60mm. The back of this saw is injection 

moulded under high pressure onto the blade and stainless-steel 
handle-mounting bolt. This forms a solid one-piece blade/spine/

mount assembly. The material used for the back incorporates 
stainless-steel powder for weight, glass fibre for stiffness, 
and a polymer resin binder. A brass nut fastener secures 

the comfortably shaped Bubinga handle. The saw has great 
balance it cuts easily, stays true and the grip makes for a 

comfortable and secure grip. Overall length 415mm (16.1/4”).

Crosscut Carcass Saw code: 950978

Spine permanently moulded onto the blade

This innovative saw features a spine that is permanently 
moulded onto the back of its blade. The spine imparts just 
the right amount of weight to the blade to carry the saw 
effortlessly into the cut. 

When you’re performing a task like cutting dovetails, accuracy 
is paramount. With this saw’s weight and design, full control is 
assured. The polished hardwood handle is shaped to fit the hand 
comfortably and not just to look pretty, which it also does. In fact 
the handle is very reminiscent of the rear tote on a bench plane 
and this theme is carried on in the steel rod that passes right 
through the handle and the brass nut used to attach the handle 
to the rod. A mortice and tenon joint between handle and back 
ensures a good solid and secure fixing between the two parts. The 
blade is Japanese high carbon steel, 230mm (9”) long by 40mm 
(1.1/2”) deep, with razor sharp 14tpi teeth filed with a 14° rake 
angle, the overall weight is 360g (12.7oz).

Dovetail Saw code: 210923
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Rip Cut Carcass Saw code: 950979

The saw has a 275mm (11”) long by 0.5mm thick high-carbon 
steel blade filed for rip cutting at 12tpi.

 The teeth have a rake angle of 10°, an included angle of 60° for 
fast and accurate cutting along the line of the grain. The depth of 
cut is 60mm. The back of this saw is injection moulded under high 
pressure onto the blade and stainless-steel handle-mounting bolt. 
This forms a solid one-piece blade/spine/mount assembly. The 
material used for the back incorporates stainless-steel powder for 
weight, glass fibre for stiffness, and a polymer resin binder. A brass 
nut fastener secures the comfortably shaped Bubinga handle. The 
saw has great balance it cuts easily, stays true and the grip makes 
for a comfortable and secure grip. Overall length 415mm (16.1/4”)

Flush Cutting Saws

Double Edge 22tpi 475855
Single Edge 26tpi 504598

 Code

Traditionally used for the rapid trimming of plugs and dowels 
flush with a surface, these flush cutting saws can be used 
where you want to cut off a projection without damaging the 
surrounding or adjoining face. 

The Japanese tooth pattern blade cuts aggressively (on the pull 
stroke), but does not mark the surface that it is cutting next to. The 
thin blade is flexible and can be pressed flush to any surface, yet is 
rigid enough for good control. The saw is available with teeth cut 
on only one edge with no set or in a double edged style that cuts 
from either side with the teeth set in one direction. Each is about 
290mm long with 120mm of blade. These work like a charm. 

Tenon Saws

Rip Cut 9tpi 506361
Cross Cut 12tpi 506362

 Code

The unique designs of the Veritas carcass saws and dovetail saws have proved to be extremely popular and Veritas have now 
introduced two superb 400mm tenon saws to complement their range. 

They combine the best characteristics of this fine classic joinery saw 
with those of state-of-the-art materials and construction methods. 
The tooth pattern on the thin high-carbon steel blades provide 
a good balance between cutting action and surface finish. The 
design of the Bubinga wooden handle has been developed to give 
good power transfer while still allowing a three or four finger grip 
for precise control. Available in crosscut and rip cut versions, the 
crosscut being excellent for trimming parts to length or for use with 
a mitre box. The rip saw is optimised for the fast accurate cutting of 
tenon cheeks and similar cutting operations with the grain. 

The crosscut saw has 12tpi with a 15° rake and an included angle of 
60°, set is 0.06720mm per side. The teeth are filed at an alternating 
75° angle to the blade, which creates a 15° bevel on each tooth. 

The rip saw has 9tpi with a 14° rake using the typical 60° included 
angle, set is the same as on the crosscut saw. 

To fully appreciate the beauty, handling and performance of these 
saws, we are afraid you are just going to have to treat yourself.

Saw Depth Stop code: 102519

The Veritas saw depth stop is an effective and simple way to 
control the depth of cut when using a tenon saw. 

It consists of a 230mm (9”) long aluminium rail, which has a high 
friction magnetic strip. This holds the strip onto the saw blade. 
Attached to the strip are two stainless steel rods that give the rail 
a 60mm (2-3/8”) range of adjustment. The two clamp knobs, with 
rare-earth magnet bases, register against the spine of the saw. All 
you need do is simply tighten the brass knobs to lock the rail at 
the desired cut depth, foolproof.
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This anodised aluminium guide helps keep your saw on the 
right track and perpendicular to a workpiece. It provides a 
registration surface about 32mm tall. 

It is particularly useful when crosscutting tenon shoulders or 
the edges of a dado, which is where you want your saw to cut 
straight and true. You can hold the guide onto your workpiece 
with a hand or secure it with clamps. The machined reference 
surface has three embedded magnets and a covering of UHMW 
low friction material. The magnets help keep your saw in contact 
with the guide while the pad allows it to glide along the reference 
face. The bottom of the guide has two high friction strips to resist 
slipping on a surface. It also has a T-slot to accept a pair of 50mm 
capacity clamps (optional accessory). The guide is available in 200 
or 350mm lengths.

Magnetic Saw Guides

Magnetic Saw Guide 200mm 952955
Magnetic Saw Guide 350mm 952956

 Code

Although the Veritas Dovetail Guides can be used with any 
backless saw that has approximately 0.005” of tooth set, 
they work best with the Veritas dovetail saw that has been 
designed specifically for them. 

The 50 x 215mm(2” x 8.1/2”) blade has 22tpi and 0.127mm of tooth 
set. The dozuki tooth form is effective in both crosscuts and rip 
cuts.

Dovetail Saw for Saw Guides code: 202379

Right-Angle Saw Guide 
code: 202387

Manufactured using precision machined aluminium extrusion 
with brass fittings. The reference surface is embedded with 
a 19mm rare earth magnet and covered with a low friction 
UHMW pad. 

The magnets keep the saw aligned; the pads allow the saw to slide 
easily against the reference surface. The clamp can accommodate 
material from 6mm to 25mm thick. The guide can be used with 
virtually any backless saw, however the Veritas dovetail saw is 
specifically designed for the job; with a 50 x 215mm, 22tpi blade, 
effective in both cross and rip cuts. 

This is a plumb bob that won’t drive you mad. All the annoying 
aspects of traditional plumb bobs have been designed out. 

The flat sides prevent rolling and allow the bob to ‘settle’ very 
quickly. The 8’ of nylon cord is held on a windlass which clips neatly 
into the pencil slot when not in use. A protective cap prevents the 
point from damage when not in use. It’s a ‘just gotta have’ type of 
tool as well as being extremely useful. Length 90mm. See Marking 
Pencils section for pencils to go with your plumb bob.

Flat Bob code: 510449

This ingenious device from Veritas can be used for the quick 
and accurate setting of saw blades, mitre fences and planer 
fences to any one of five pre-determined angles. 

These angles are 45°, 54°, 60°, 67.5° and 75° and are those used 
to produce frames and other structures with either 4, 5, 6, 8 or 
12 sides. The gauge can be used horizontally, typically to set a 
mitre fence, or vertically as shown for setting planers, table saws, 
bandsaws and the like. In the vertical position the central knob is 
removed and used as a stabilising base, leaving both hands free 
for adjusting the machine. Construction and accuracy are to the 
Veritas usual high standards and there are copious instructions for 
use included. The overall size of the gauge is 215 x 150mm.

Poly Gauge code: 610132

With the saddle square a line can be marked on two faces 
without moving the square, maintaining prime accuracy 
without trying. 

The body is anodised aluminium and the design both practical 
and stylish.  The standard square is 50mm wide, with ‘legs’ of 32 x 
57mm. The larger version with ‘legs’ 34 x 84mm is 38mm wide and 
features a central slot.

Saddle Square

Standard 202388
Large 202389

 Code

This is one of those really simple tools that will soon become 
invaluable. A bar gauge is a fast and accurate way to compare 
diagonals, if they are equal then corners must be exactly 
square. 

Directly transferring the measurement, guarantees a shelf will fit 
perfectly into a recess. The heads are designed to take two pieces 
of timber 19mm(3/4”) x 6.3mm(1/4”) (not supplied) of any length 
you wish. 

Bar Gauge Heads code: 610134
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Straight Timber Twisted Timber

Aluminium Winding Sticks code: 202398
Winding sticks are not new; woodworkers have been making 
them for years from scrap wood and using them to check the 
flatness of material. 

Placed at opposite ends of a board, they accentuate any twist 
(wind), making it easier to identify and correct. With the sticks in 
place, sight across their top edges. If the edges are parallel, the 
board is not twisted. Reposition and repeat to check the entire 
board. Unlike their wooden cousins, our extruded aluminium 
sticks will remain dimensionally stable and straight. The satin 
black anodised finish on one side reduces glare, and the machined 
section on the other side provides contrast when sighting. The 
machined grooves are spaced 1/8” apart to help estimate the 
amount of twist and how much stock to remove. The two 18” long 
sticks nest together and have hanging holes for easy storage.

Transferring a 45° mitre line to an adjacent perpendicular face 
is never easy. Judging the exact position can be tricky. 

This anodised aluminium Veritas Mitre Saddle solves the problem 
perfectly. Smaller stock is also much easier to mark using this tool. 
The square leg is 55mm long, and the mitre face 45mm long by 
32mm deep. 

Mitre Saddle code: 202386

Optical Centre Punch code: 475156

Extremely accurate, this optical centre punch simplifies 
the procedure of quickly finding and centre-punching a 
workpiece. 

Place optical 8x post over the spot, adjust until crosshairs are on 
mark, then simply replace the post with the A2 hardened punch 
and give it a sharp tap.

Workshop accuracy begins with a benchmark straight edge as a 
surface reference. These Canadian-made precision steel straight 
edges are ground flat over the entire length on both edges. 

The 610mm(24”) x 6.3m(1/4”) thick is accurate to within 0.025mm 
over its entire length. The 915mm(36”) x 9.5mm(3/8”) to within 
0.038mm. Both undergo stress relief to ensure they will remain 
true under temperature variation. They are 38mm wide and easily 
stand on edge unsupported leaving both hands free for precise 
measurement or tool adjustment. Hanging holes allow safe storage.

Steel Straight Edge

Steel Straight Edge 610mm(24”) 475054
Steel Straight Edge 915mm(36”) 474773

 Code

Proportional Calipers

510mm 475003
 Code

Designed for sculptors and turners, these calipers quickly find 
a role in any workshop. 

The smaller pair measures 245mm overall and has ratios of 1:1, 
1.5:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1. The large caliper is 510mm overall and has 
the same ratios as the small plus three more: 1.25:1, 1.75:1 and 
2.5:1.Both have a firm joint system where you adjust the amount 
of joint friction you want with the knurled brass thumbscrews. The 
arms are anodised aluminum. These are useful for scaling up or 
down as well as direct measurement transfer.

This stainless steel bevel setting tool allows a sliding bevel to 
be set at any angle from 1° to 60° in 1/2° increments. 

Similarly it can be used in conjunction with a bevel to check 
existing angles. The blade is 75 x 180mm(3” wide & 7” long), and 
the graduations etched for permanence. The reverse has common 
dovetail and polygon angles. 

Bevel Setter code: 202376

With a reference edge machined flat to the British standard 
of 0.075mm over the entire length but weighing in at only 
500g this 610mm aluminium straight edge with its hour glass 
cross section is easy to handle and stands well on the 11mm wide 
reference face.

Aluminium Straight Edges

460mm (18”) 101706
610mm (24”) 701278
965mm (38”) 475100
1,270mm (50”) 474735

 Code

These are precision machined with the traditional 1:6 and 1:8 
angles, and long legs to ensure accurate registration. 

A saddle enables you to mark a continuous line around a corner. 
Both straight and angled lines can be scribed simultaneously, 
ensuring alignment. The inside corner is relieved to ensure flush 
seating even on saw whiskers. Size 68mm by 44mm, made from 
anodised aluminium.

Dovetail Saddle Markers

Saddle Marker 1:6 476717
Saddle Marker 1:8 476718

 Code
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This 3x magnifier has a magnetic freestanding base to hold 
firm on a steel rule. 

The magnifier has a wide 41mm(1.5/8”) field of view allowing you 
to clearly see minor graduations markings. The hinged stainless-
steel post will hold the magnifier at any chosen angle. Supplied 
with a fitted case for safe storage.

Rule Magnifier
 code: 475718

This square is useful for laying out or transfering 
measurements quickly and accurately. 

The stainless steel blade is 75mm wide and 150mm long, machine 
ground on all four edges and graduated to 100mm along both 
edges and across one end to 70mm. The diamond cut-out in the 
blade holds a pencil tip in position and makes it easy to draw lines 
parallel to an edge. Accurate and well made.

Sliding Square code: 475300

The Veritas Rule Stop increases the usefulness of a metal rule. 
It provides a moveable reference point for the simple transfer 
of measurements. 

It allows the rule to become a depth gauge or a quick square 
etc. The brass adjustment screw can clamp thin rules without 
damaging their edge. The stop’s contoured, anodised aluminium 
body fits comfortably between thumb and forefinger with raised 
ridges for a better grip. Suitable for rules from 22mm(7/8”) to 
28.5mm(1.1/8”) wide and up to 1.25mm(0.05”) thick. Overall size 
25mm wide by about 57mm long (including the adjustment screw).

Rule Stop code: 476679

Golden Rules code: 210902

Phi (or the golden ratio as it is also known) is a value of 
1:1.6180339. Named to honour Phidias, the lead sculptor of the 
Parthenon in Greece, this unique number plays a prominent 
role in architectural and furniture composition and design, 
where it is used to proportion objects for aesthetic appeal. 

In woodworking as an example, tabletops are usually about 1.6 
times longer than wide. Dining chairs often have backrests that 
are about 1.6 times taller than the seat height. The most appealing 
drawer proportions, and their placement, are also typically related 
by Phi. In turning, use of Phi helps guide height vs. diameter 
proportions. These rules simplify Phi calculation and proportioning 
during design (and help identify the golden ratio in existing 
objects). They have a dual scale with normal graduations on the top 
edge and Phi-scale graduations on the bottom edge. Both faces 
are graduated; one face converts a known long measurement to an 
unknown short measurement, and the other face does the opposite. 
To scale a measurement, you simply find the identical measurement 
from the top scale on the lower scale. The hardened stainless-steel 
rules have a matt finish, ground edges and black-filled etched 
markings. Excellent layout aids, they are available in 12” lengths.

Plumb Bob and Case code: 475633

A beautiful, well designed and very functional plumb bob. 

The case acts as a tip protector, a cord spool and holds a special 
collet so that the bob can easily be used for drill press alignment 
work. Supplied with cord and drawstring bag.

Primarily used by turners, these thickness calipers can be 
fitted into virtually any shape of vase or bowl. 

To use, open the caliper by just pulling the legs apart (having 
the spacing nut between the legs rather than outside them 
allows this), put in position and then set the spacing nut to the 
wall thickness. Open calipers, remove and measure tip gap. The 
spacing nut can be adjusted for any thickness from 0 to 343mm 
on the 420mm model and 0 to 140mm on the 230mm model. The 
respective throat depths (from nut to tip) are 292mm and 140mm. 
These are equally good for dimensional take-offs of almost any 
oddly shaped object. Steel with brass fittings. Made in France.

Thickness Calipers

230mm(9”) 475409
420mm(16.1/2”) 475130

 Code

It has the accuracy of an engineer’s square (0.025mm per 25mm 
of length). All four edges are ground, and both faces have metric 
graduations on the inside and outside edges. It also makes a great 
tool for machine set-up. An engineer’s corner ensures that the 
square always seats correctly. Made in USA, from high carbon steel 
with hard chrome plating, the markings are etched and black-
filled for ease of reading. Size 80mm x 150mm

Precision Square Metric code: 952847

P1027 Plumb Bob code: 504092

With a sleek design of stainless steel contrasted with black 
anodised aluminium. At 92mm long with a 22mm diameter 
body, it has a finely pointed tip and a crown with knurled edges. 

To protect the tip when not in use, the bob rests in a 32mm diameter 
stand that has an internal ring magnet to hold the bob securely. 
The stand doubles as a cord spool; the 2.4m long braided nylon 
cord (no endless twirling, like twisted cord) is threaded through 
the removable crown to ensure perfect balance. Drawstring bag 
included.
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As big and useful as they are, carpenter’s squares do lack a 
reference face. 

This 200mm long anodised aluminium extrusion readily attaches 
to either the stock or blade of your square, with two large brass 
machine screws. The face of the square fence aligns with the edge 
of the workpiece while the weight of the framing square rests on 
the material. One side offers a 25mm high face. Flipping it over, the 
opposite side has a 6mm face. Its purposeful shape not only acts 
as a versatile fence, but also gives your framing square a handle.

Square Fence code: 475961

A bar gauge greatly reduces the chances of error by enabling 
you to directly compare or transfer dimensions. The main unit 
consists of two 150mm steel rods fixed to aluminium gauge 
heads. 

The rods have threaded end holes that accept interchangeable 
brass tips or extension rods (included). Three styles of tip 
include: Ball for inside measurements, Pointed for internal corner 
measurements and Mushroom-shaped tips to hook over edges 
for external measurements. The distance between the ends of 
the round or pointed is equal to the distance between the inside 
faces of the mushroom-shaped tips. You can convert an inside 
measurement to an outside measurement just by switching 
tips. The main unit adjusts from 183mm to 305mm. Two pairs 
of extension rods are included, 100mm and 305mm, allowing 
a maximum span of up to 1,118mm. For an even greater reach, 
additional 305mm extensions are available. 

Bar Gauge

Bar Gauge Heads Set 503967
Extension Rods 2 x 305mm 503968

 Code

9 Piece Set-Up 
Blocks (Metric)

code: 101709

This nine piece set includes three vinyl shims (two 0.5mm and 
one 1mm thick), 2mm, 4mm, 8mm and 16mm thick aluminium 
blocks (a second 16mm thick block is included to simplify 
32mm spacing) and a 25mm x 50mm x 75mm steel block. 

The shims and aluminium blocks are accurate to within 0.05mm 
and are 50mm long; the steel block is accurate to 0.018mm. 
Combined, the set allows stacking from 0.5mm to 123mm in 
0.5mm increments. Supplied in a hard-shell plastic case with 
dividers to protect the pieces.

Trammel Points 
code: 102159

Inspired by an antique trammel  
set found at a woodworking  
show, the Veritas version is  
made of stainless steel for  
durability and corrosion resistance. 

The removable points score clear lines on any wood and are also 
effective on aluminium, brass, bronze and mild steel. Knurled 
sections make the tips easier to remove. With the points removed, 
the trammel bodies double as square gauges, clamping onto 
a square to make repetitive angle marking easy. The trammels 
will fit onto any rule or straight edge up to 6.35mm(1/4”) thick. 
Being narrow bodied they can scribe a circle with as small a 
radius as 14.5mm(9/16”).  Each trammel is 12.7mm(1/2”) and 
63.5mm(2.1/2”) long overall.

Supplied as a pair, a 1:6 for softwoods and a 1:8 for 
hardwoods. Both are 50mm(2”) x 50mm(2”) and made from 
anodised aluminium. 

The inside edges have an engineer’s corner to ensure perfect 
seating, even over saw whiskers. The markers are designed to be 
easily flipped over for marking both sides of the dovetail. Tools 
you will never regret buying.

Dovetail Markers code: 610131

A simple and accurate tool for finding the centre of a piece of 
timber.  Made from aluminium and pre-drilled for mounting 
conveniently near the lathe, it uses a knife-edged steel blade to 
score the end of the workpiece. 

Simply place a square or cylinder (up to 6” across) in the centre 
finder, tap it with a mallet, turn the wood 90° and tap it again. The 
result is two score lines which mark the centre of the workpiece. 
The Veritas Centre Finder functions well even with work that is 
not square. Just score the end of your workpiece four times rather 
than twice. This will give you a small polygon and you can then dot 
the centre of it by eye. It particularly shines when work has to be 
replaced on the lathe after waste ends have been removed.  Because 
it is so accurate, you can re-establish the exact centre of any cylinder.

Centre Finder code: 610133

The Veritas Beam Compass (or trammel) clamps material 
between 16mm(5/8in) and 19mm(3/4in) thick. 

This allows you to produce accurate circles or arcs of any size. The 
offset point on one of the pins allows for fine setting of the radius. 
Made from anodised aluminium, brass and steel, complete with 
storage case.

Beam Compass Heads code: 610137

Three tools in one - a cutting gauge, a marking gauge and a 
wheel gauge. A unique swivelling chuck locks either a marking 
pin or a cutting blade in place using a set screw. 

The opposite end of the 115mm long stem accepts a 9.5mm 
diameter cutting wheel. The maximum marking span is 80mm.. 
The head and the internal portion of the locking collet are a 
single brass turning. The 25mm diameter head is eccentric to 
maximise rub depth, it also prevents the gauge from rolling off the 
workbench. This Canadian made gauge comes complete with 12 
spare blades, 2 hardened steel pins, a wheel cutter screw, hex key 
and instruction leaflet. 

3-in-1 Brass Marking Gauge code: 202397

Wheel for Marking Gauges code: 477717

Replacement wheel for Veritas gauges.
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The Transfer Scribe features a double ended steel guide pin. 
The pin has a pointed end for compass work and a rounded 
curved end for smooth scribing. 

The scribe is fully adjustable from 0-300mm. A bi-directional level 
acts as a guide and ensures the scribe is as accurate as possible. The 
Transfer Scribe comes with an indelible pencil that marks well with 
only light pressure. Made from aluminium alloy with brass fittings. 

Transfer Scribe code: 202391

There are some circle layout jobs that ordinary compasses just 
aren’t suitable for, a beam compass (or trammel) is much more 
practical especially when drawing large diameter accurately. 

Using a single beam section, the Veritas® beam compass deals with 
circles from 38mm(1.1/2”) to 610mm(24”) in diameter. Additional 
sections take you up to 2,030mm(80”) for circular tables, rockers, 
arches, etc. It has carbide-tipped points that readily scribe metal as 
well as wood, although the pencil head is usually used for marking 
out on wood. A micro-adjust feature quickly gives accurate settings. 
All of this comes in a fitted wooden case that even includes a small 
brass centre pivot disc for use where it is important not to mar 
work. The beams are steel and the fittings are all solid brass.

Beam Compass code: 474583

The hardened steel wheel cutter scribes perfectly at any point 
of its circumference. 

Since it cuts wood fibres, it marks cleanly, even on cross grain. The 
wheel’s single-sided bevel also pulls the gauge face against the 
stock, maintaining accuracy. Its cutting edge is at the extreme 
end of the stem, useful for transferring dimensions such as tenon 
shoulder and mortice depth. The wheel retracts into the face of the 
gauge for storage and protection. 

The gauges are very easy to set; an internal O-ring keeps light and 
constant friction on the stem. The gauges are available with plain or 
graduated stems, metric: 150mm by 1mm or imperial: 6” by 1/16ths.

Wheel Marking Gauges

Standard Wheel Gauge Non-Graduated  475382
Non-Graduated 475315
Metric Graduations 210530
Imperial Graduations 475131
Replacement Wheel for Gauges 477717

 Code

Made to fit easily into the pocket, the carpenter’s gauge 
combines both direct reading compass and marking gauge 
in one tool. 

It will precisely draw circles up to 300mm(12”) in diameter and 
can easily be used to find the centre for a corner radius and then 
quickly reversed to accurately draw the corner radius. The stainless 
steel rule has both imperial and metric scales. Fast, efficient and 
accurate.

Carpenter’s Gauge code: 475905

Marking gauge 
not included 

These mortice gauge heads fit onto any wheel-marking gauge 
with an 8mm(5/16”) diameter stem. Made from hardened 
carbon steel, the 16mm diameter wheel cutters will scribe at 
any point in their circumference. 

They slice the wood fibres for clean, accurate cuts and can be set as 
close as 9.5mm apart. A shaft collar (included) ensures the shaft of 
the gauge remains parallel to the workpiece, preventing accidental 
tilting of the cutters in use. Supplied as a pair of cutters with a shaft 
collar, hex key and instructions. 

Marking/Mortice 
Gauge Heads code: 210949

With two independently adjustable rods, this gauge can scribe 
both sides of a mortice at once. The length of each ground 
stainless steel rod is very precise. By registering the tails 
against either side of a chisel, you can set the cutters to span 
the exact width of the chisel blade. 

Projection is easy to set. An internal O-ring keeps light but 
constant friction on each rod; a thumbscrew locks the setting. One 
rod has its cutting edge at the extreme end of the rod, making it 
useful for transferring dimensions or as a depth gauge. As with 
all Veritas marking gauges, the wheel cutters avoid the problems 
of wandering that can occur with pin-style marking gauges. They 
cut wood fibres rather than tear them and they mark cleanly, 
even on cross grain. These hardened steel wheel cutters scribe 
perfectly at any point of their circumference. They are oriented 
with the cutting bevels facing in opposite directions, so you can 
always mark your line with the bevel facing the waste side of any 
cut. Each cutter is fully retractable for safe storage or to permit 
use with a single cutter. The rods project off-centre from the 
anodised aluminium body, which helps the gauge resist rolling on 
a workbench and maximises the area of the 50mm diameter brass 
face that can register against the workpiece. 190mm overall, the 
gauge has a setting range from zero to 145mm. The aluminium 
housing has a brass face and the rods are stainless steel. 

Dual Marking Gauge code: 952906

Micro-Adjust Wheel 
Marking Gauge
 code: 104388
The Veritas micro-adjustable wheel-marking gauge draws on over 20 years of experience in designing and manufacturing high 
quality and highly functional tools.

The stainless steel rod features a built-in adjustment mechanism. 
After setting the approximate projection, you can fine-tune the 
position of the cutter within a range of just over 6mm. A fine-pitch 
internal thread allows slow, careful adjustment for a very precise 
setting. Locking knobs keep the setting from shifting in use.

The offset placement of the rod through the brass faced 
aluminium body ensures a large reference surface and square 
registration on the stock. It also prevents the gauge rolling off your 
bench.

The hardened steel wheel cutter scribes perfectly at any point 
of its circumference, cutting neat marks even on cross grain. 
The wheel’s single-sided bevel also pulls the gauge face against 
the stock, helping to maintain accuracy. Its cutting edge is at 
the extreme end of the rod, allowing you to use the gauge for 
transferring dimensions such as tenon shoulder and mortice 
depth.

When not in use the cutter retracts into a countersunk hollow in 
the gauge face for protection. Overall length: 170 mm
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Shaft Clamp for Dual 
Marking Gauge code: 952932

The knife has an A2 tool-steel blade, ground to a point with a 
25° bevel. It leaves a clearly incised line that serves to guide a 
saw or chisel when starting a cut, helping to improve accuracy. 

At 0.8mm thick and 8mm wide, the blade projects about 38mm 
from the handle. It is particularly useful for the precise transfer, as 
for dovetail layouts. 

The dual bevel means it is equally suitable for right or left-hand 
use. The contoured, nylon-reinforced ABS handle makes for a 
comfortable, controlled grip. Flats on the sides prevent the knife 
from rolling on a surface. Supplied with a guard to protect the tip 
in storage. 170mm long overall.

Workshop Striking Knife 
code: 504089

14 Degree Dovetail Marker code: 103530

There is no hard and fast rule when it comes to dovetail angles. 

Commonly accepted ratios are 1:8 for hardwoods and 1:6 for softer 
timber. This 14° marker equates to a ratio of 1:4. When used with 
thinner stock, the 14° angle results in a better looking joint. This 
different angle also gives you a slightly stronger dovetail interlock 
on the thinner material.

On occasions, it may be an advantage to lock the relative 
position of the two rods on the Veritas® Dual Marking Gauge. 

The shaft clamp lets you lock the relative position of the cutters 
while still being able to adjust the fence for offset. Machined to 
precise tolerances to prevent binding on the rods, the 13mm 
long collar is made from extruded aluminium, with a turned brass 
thumbscrew. 

Another great innovation from Veritas.  
The carver’s screw is made from solid brass bar. 

The thread that locates in the workpiece is slightly tapered and 
deeply cut. Work can be removed and replaced many times 
without the danger of tearout occuring. 

The body is hexagonal allowing it to be securely clamped in a vice, 
or the screw tightened using a spanner. The large moulded knob is 
fitted with a low friction brass insert. At 125mm long overall it can 
be used through benches up to 95mm thick via a 13mm hole.   

Woodcarver’s Screw 
code: 476129

Any good carver’s vice should be adjustable in all three 
dimensions. 

The Veritas vice has full rotation in two and up to 75mm(3”) of 
height adjustment in the third. An internal arrangement of a 
spring and an ‘O’ ring ensures that repositioning the workpiece is a 
smooth, controlled operation, with no violent swings or movements, 
allowing precise placement for the next angle of attack. 

The layout of the base enables the vice to be mounted in a variety 
of ways, clamped in a vice, permanently fixed to a bench (side 
or top) or through a 19mm(3/4”) dog hole with the optional 
dog mounting kit. The mounting plate provided with the vice 
is 90mm(3.1/2”) diameter and there is an additional 50mm(2”) 
diameter one also available. As with all Veritas products, form and 
function are combined to present a very superior tool. High quality 
materials and excellent workmanship mean this vice is going to 
serve the carver’s needs for many, many years.

Carver’s Vice code: 474520

Dog-Hole Mount 
Assembly for 
Carver’s Vice 

code: 476880

The Veritas dog hole mount attaches to the base of the 
carver’s vice enabling you to utilise predrilled 19mm(3/4”) 
bench dog holes in your bench top for mounting. 

A large wing nut holds the assembly securely in place to allow 
unhindered access to you carving projects. 

Additional Mounting 
Plates with Rod 
for Veritas Carver’s Vice

Mounting Plate with Rod 50mm(2”) 476672
Mounting Plate with Rod 89mm(3.5”) 475586

 Code

Veritas additional mounting plates with rod for use with the 
Veritas carver’s vice.

Marking & Transfer Tool code: 101718
The Veritas marking and transfer tool is a very modern interpretation of the traditional story stick. Albeit this is one you can 
reuse time and time again and is a good deal more accurate than a wooden lathe. 

The great advantage of this tool is that it lets you accurately mark or transfer several positions at once from a common reference edge. 
The basic tool includes four 75mm(3”) long marking heads, a 305mm(12”) stainless steel rod and a brass foot. The marking heads have 
a single straight reference edge (reversible by flipping the head). The heads will lock at any position along the rod. The brass foot fits on 
either end of the rod and is reversible for outside or inside measurements.

This versatile knife has an oval handle for a comfortable fit 
and fine grooves for a good grip in your hand. 

Designed to use standard disposable scalpel blades, it comes with 
12 razor-sharp high-carbon blades (four of each style shown) that 
are easy to hone for repeated use. Featuring a solid brass collet on 
an anodized aluminium body, blade change is quick and easy and 
blade orientation is always ideal, in line with the major axis of the 
body. The magnetic end cap is removable to store up to six blades 
in the handle and keeps blades from rattling around inside. 

Although offered as a carver’s knife for fine detail work, it is equally 
effective as a multi-purpose workshop knife. About 150mm long. It 
has both the value and style you expect of a Veritas product. 

Carver’s Knife code: 475635
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Often an ordinary drawknife is too large for carving, 
something smaller with a bit more control is called for. 

This item from Veritas fits the bill perfectly, designed for ease of 
use with maximum control. The teardrop-shaped handles are 
cocked at 45° to the blade and nestle comfortably in your hands. 
The polished 100 x 3 x 19mm(4” x 1/8” x 3/4”) blade is ground and 
honed to a perfect edge, and is supplied with a blade guard.

Carver’s Drawknife code: 474959

The fastest adjusting frame clamp on the market. Completely 
knurled for good grip, the speed-clamping nuts are designed 
to let you make fast adjustments, yet hold securely when you 
tighten them.

They are cross drilled to slide easily on the rods until they come up 
against a corner clamp; then their threads engage. To release them, 
you just have to back them off a turn or two and they are then 
free sliding again.The speed clamp includes four corners (strong, 
glass-filled nylon with brass inserts), four speed clamping nuts and 
four 1/4” UNC threaded rods that will clamp up to 585mm(23”) 
square. To increase clamping capacity to 1,120mm(44”) square 
or 1,650mm(65”) by 585mm(23”) rectangle, an extension set is 
included; it contains four 1/4” UNC threaded rods and four coupling 
nuts. The rods and coupling nuts have a black-oxide finish.

4-Way Speed Clamp code: 475309

There are times when you need to bend a metal part, and simply 
using a vice and some brute force just won’t do the job. This 
metal bender allows anyone to form a metal part with control.

The product has two parts: the male die and the V-block. Both are 
made of high strength malleable cast iron, capable of bending up 
to 3.2mm(1/8”) mild steel. Each piece (about 75mm(3”) long by 
28mm(1.1/8”) wide) clamps itself against a vice jaw using embedded 
rare earth magnets.

The main purpose of the metal bender is to make bends up to 
90° for such things as angle brackets and sheet metal parts. Using 
the V-block on its own, you can securely hold rounds such as rods, 
tubes and dowels. Combining the V-block with a C-clamp makes 
easy work of repairing a chair leg. The male die on its own can hold 
complex curved or concave parts between the jaws. A versatile and 
inexpensive tool for any workshop.

Metal Bender code: 476080

Dry assembly of a carcass or even trying to hold two panels 
together to place a fixing screw often leads to the desire for a 
third hand. 

Right-Angle assembly clamps are that third hand. Made from 
glass fibre reinforced nylon they have a single handed ratchet 
mechanism allowing them to be squeezed together, providing a 
firm hold. The clamps hold boards or panels from 10mm to 20mm 
thick at 90°, with a variation of up to 6mm in thickness between 
the panels. Use for test fitting, holding whilst applying clamps or 
placing a fixing. Overall size 100 x 75 x 40mm, sold in pairs.

Pair of Right-Angle 
Assembly Clamps code: 202403

These threaded clamping knobs are designed to be used with 
a range of different bench accessories featuring a thread type 
attachment. 

These would include the Veritas Parf Dogs, Bench Dogs, Surface 
Dogs and 20mm Toggle Clamp Plate. Of course they would also 
be very useful for making your own jigs or work holding devices.  
Thread size M8 x 9mm long. 

Clamping Knob code: 506453

These variable angle corners will clamp joints from 30° to 
almost 180°. The pivoting pads interlock so that the joint 
aligns correctly. Integral tabs clip onto 25mm webbing so the 
corners stay in place when tightening or repositioning. 

Made from strong glassfibre reinforced nylon, these corners will 
easily withstand the forces applied. They provide protection to the 
workpiece and prevent bruised corners. Sold in packs of four.

Universal Corners 
for Strap Clamps code: 202404

Toggle Clamp Plates code: 506446

Toggle clamp plates from Veritas are a great way of mounting 
your toggle clamps and using them on your workbench or 
Festool MFT3 table. 

Two versions are available, one suitable for a 3/4” dog hole and the 
other for a 20mm hole as on the Festool table and the Axminster 
workbenches. The post on the 3/4” version is 125mm long and 
is barbed along its length so that when pressure is applied to 
the workpiece the barbs grip the edge of the hole providing a 
secure attachment. The post of the 20mm version is 17mm long 
but features a female M8 thread so that the plate can be attached 
with a separately available clamping knob (506453). Custom made 
jigs and clamping tables could easily be made to utilise these 
excellent accessories.
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Ideal for starting screws, auger gimlets have a tapered screw 
tip and an auger body. 

The seven sizes in the set range from 2mm to 5mm (5/64” to just 
over 3/16”), which will handle the pre-drill for screw sizes No.2 to 
No.10. They are particularly useful for short screws or screws in 
awkward places, both of which present problems for power pre-
drilling. In tempered steel, ferro-blacked in the traditional manner, 
this set was made specifically for Veritas by a small European 
maker.

Auger Gimlets code: 476739
3mm 502442
4mm 502443
5mm 502444
6mm 502445
7mm 502446
7.5mm 502447
8mm 502448
9mm 502449
10mm 502450
12.5mm 502451

 Code

Make dowels to perfectly match a project or from a specific 
species of timber. The Veritas Dowel Cutter and a few timber 
off-cuts will do the job. 

The carbon-steel blade in the plated zinc alloy body is adjustable. 
They work equally well in soft, green or hard woods. The curved 
blade is relatively easy to sharpen when required. Handheld like a 
pencil sharpener, they put accurate tenons on the tips of turnings 
or rustic furniture components. Alternatively using a cordless drill, 
you need only cut square stock slightly oversize (1.5mm is ample). 
Use one of the Veritas 1/2” drive sockets for the 3/8” and 7/16” 
cutters or a 5/8” drive for the 1/2”cutter). You may also need  a 3/8” 
sq drive to 1/4” hex adaptor, to use with these drives to power 
the stock through the dowel cutter. Imperial sizes only available 
3/8”(9.5mm), 7/16”(11mm) and 1/2”(12.7mm).

Dowel Cutters

3/8”  (9.5mm) 202380
7/16” (11mm) 202381
1/2” (12.7mm) 202382

 Code

Shelf-Drilling Jig code: 474283

This drilling jig eliminates the time-consuming layout work usually associated with installing shelf supports. The jig guarantees 
that the holes will be exactly opposite each other and at equally spaced intervals. 

Twin-register pins positioned in the rails fit into holes you have already drilled, ensuring that the holes will continue to be accurately 
spaced. An entire upright can be accurately chain drilled with no chance of error and no need for detailed measuring. You are assured of 
holes drilled at exactly 90° because the hardened bushings are 20mm(13/16”) long (substantially longer than others available).

The jig comes with regular length clamp rods for use with material 300mm(12”) wide or narrower. Long rods are available for material 
up to 610mm(24”) wide and extra long rods for work up to 915mm(36”) wide. A 7mm sleeve-setting punch with hardwood handle is 
included. It will set the most common European support/sleeve combinations neatly without damaging the sleeve or upright. Eleven 
bushings are included with the jig, sizes: 5, 6, 6.75, 7, 7.5, 8(5/16”) and 9mm; 7/32”, 1/4” and 3/8” and an unhardened bushing.

Pair Extra-Long Rods 476327
Pair Long Rods 476687

 Code

Taper Reamers

5mm to 19mm 210908
5mm to 30mm 210909

 Code

The small reamer 5mm to 19mm(3/16” to 3/4”) is useful to 
rustic furniture makers for back-tapering holes for through-
tenon wedging. 

First-time Windsor chairmakers will find the large reamer 5mm 
to 30mm(3/16” to 1-3/16”) indispensable for tapering leg sockets. 
The bits are 85mm and 140mm overall length respectively with 
an 8mm hex shank. Designed for use in an electric drill, these tools 
may also be used in a traditional brace.

HSS Lipped Brad-Point Drills
If you are looking for the very best drill bits for wood, here 
they are. Veritas use a top-of-the-line American-made twist 
drill. They reshape and sharpen the tips on their state-of-the-
art Swiss CNC grinder. 

Made from high-speed steel, these bits are not subject to burning 
and stay sharp about ten times longer than carbon steel bits. 
The polished flutes give superior chip clearance and the sharply 
defined lips have a slight negative rake to score the hole perimeter 
for clean entry and smooth sidewalls. The diameters of these bits 
conform to exacting standards of accuracy. 
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Dowelling Jig code: 474668

This jig will not only do centred dowelling, but it will dowel 
boards of different thicknesses to one reference face; the 
assembly is perfectly flat on one side and all thickness 
variations are on the other side. 

This saves a lot of planing and scraping time. Using a dial, each 
micrometer clamp head can be set from 6mm(1/4”) to 13mm(1/2”) 
from the centre line to handle work from 13mm(1/2”) to 25mm(1”) 
thick. The setting is positive and accurate to a few thousandths 
of an inch. The movable clamp heads will grip work as small as 
13mm(1/2”) x 35mm(1.3/8”). With boards of constant thickness, 
you can set the jig for centered dowelling. For boards of uneven 
thickness, you set the heads for a constant set back from the 
reference face.

By using the tapered pin to register off the last hole drilled, you 
can quickly chain drill dowel holes for tabletops or panels. The 
movable bush carrier comes with 3 hardened steel bushings: 1/4”, 
8mm( 5/16”), and 3/8”. Other sizes are available. All turnings are 
solid brass. Machined parts are anodised aluminum.

Drilling 35mm holes for cabinet hinges is usually done on 
a specially jigged drill press in a small shop, or on a very 
expensive machine in a large workshop. 

This handheld boring jig outperforms both in its speed and its 
versatility. The precision-cast aluminium alloy frame incorporates a 
depth-adjustable carbide-tipped bit with outlining spurs for clean 
holes in solid wood, veneers, or melamine-covered material. The 
micrometer fence screws let you dial any backset up to 12mm, and 
an integral rule makes it easy to set the depth of cut up to 16mm; 
both dimensions cover all 35mm cup hinges available. 

In addition, a set of spacers, which let you drill for flap hinges (with 
breakout up to 10mm), is included. The 1/4” hex drive lets you use 
a quick-change chuck or a hex-head socket powered by an electric 
drill. The stop rod is usable left or right handed. The base plate 
is countersunk for most common cup-hinge screw holes; these 
can be drilled quickly using the same fence and rod stop settings 
as used for the cup holes. The baseplate also contains a pair of 
countersinks spaced 32mm apart for drilling hinge mounting-
plate holes on the inside of cabinets.

Hinge-Boring Jig code: 474351

Tapered Snug Plug Cutters

3/8” Cutter 510260
1/2” Cutter 510261
6mm Cutter 510263
8mm Cutter 510264
10mm Cutter 510265

 Code

It is always difficult to fit plugs perfectly; any slight runout in your pillar drill 
make these holes oversize. This runout will also make plugs undersize. Ill-fitting 
plugs are very noticeable. 

Snug Plug cutters are designed to cut slightly tapered plugs; the first 1/8” of the plug is 
the stated size (1/4”, 3/8”, etc.) and then flares out at a 3° included angle. Unlike regular 
plug cutters, they also shave the plug sides as they cut, producing very smooth plugs. 
You just tap a plug into a hole until you meet resistance, then cut off the excess. You 
will then have a plug that fits perfectly, with a nearly invisible line between the plug 
and the workpiece. Our cutters are reamed after hardening to ensure concentricity. 
3/8” shanks. Can be resharpened.

Not snug plug! Snug Plug

Regular plug sides 
are rough because 
of fibre tearing 

Tapered plug sides 
are smooth since 
they are shaved to 
size while being cut

3 Piece Imperial Tapered 
Snug Plug Cutter Set code: 510262

• Snug plug cutters cut a slightly tapered plug
• Imperial set of 3 includes 1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2”
• Flares out at 3° angle
• Four cutting flutes

3 Piece Metric Tapered 
Snug Plug Cutter Set code: 510269

• Snug plug cutters cut a slightly tapered plug
• Metric set of 3 includes 6, 8 and 10mm
• Flares out at 3° angle
• Four cutting flutes

Square Drive to Hex Adaptor code: 477873

Square drive to hex socket adaptor with 1/4” hex shank. For use 
with the Veritas cutter range.

Dowel Cutters 
Drive Sockets

1/2” Square Socket 202383
5/8” Square Socket 202384

 Code

The 1/2” drive socket is for use with the 3/8” & 7/16” Veritas dowel 
cutters and the 5/8” drive socket with the 1/2” dowel cutters.
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Developed for smaller diameter tenon cutting for use with small stock. They are available in cutting diameters from 5/16” to 
9/16”. 

The 9/16” tenon is the size used historically for chair rungs. The 1/2” size is useful in many areas, e.g. members within trellis or lattice work. 
All the sizes have a straight blade that cuts a 60° shoulder tenon (not a radiused shoulder tenon as on the larger sizes). The 5/16” cut 
tenons up to 1” long, and the 1/2” and 9/16” cut tenons up to 1.3/8” long. A plug gauge is included for easy blade setting. 3/8” round shank. 
Patented. N.B. For use in an electric drill, not a pillar drill.

Mini Tenon Cutters

5/16” 475269
3/8” 475222
1/2” 475180
9/16” 475139

 Code

These are indispensable tools when it comes to making rustic 
furniture, where there is a necessity to produce clean round 
tenons with smoothly radiused shoulders on the ends of 
sticks, branches, or more formal stock if you wish. 

With typical Veritas attention to detail, anodised aluminium 
bodies are accurately balanced to run smoothly in a handheld 
power drill, though they work just as smoothly in a bit brace. The 
cutters are easily re-sharpened with a drum sander mounted in 
a pillar drill, using a honing guide built into each tenon cutter. 
Sizes 16mm(5/8”), 19mm(3/4”), 22mm(7/8”) and 25mm(1”) have 
9.5mm(3/8”) hex shanks and cut tenons up to 70mm(2.3/4”) 
long. 32mm(1.1/4”), 38mm(1.1/2”), 44mm(1.3/4”) and 50mm(2”) 
sizes have 13mm(1/2”) hex shanks; they cut serious tenons up 
to 108mm(4.1/4”) long, suitable for beds, heavy chairs and other 
large-scale construction. Not to be used on a pillar drill.

Power Tenon Cutters

3/4” (19mm) 474638
5/8” (16mm) 474648
7/8” (22mm) 474607
1” (25.4) 474615
1.1/4” (32mm) 474556
1.1/2” (38mm) 474551
1.3/4” (45mm) 474550
2” (51mm) 474541
Replacement Blade 475971

 Code

Blade for Power Tenon Cutter 
 code: 475971
Veritas replacement blade for Veritas power tenon cutters

Blades for Tapered 
Tenon Cutters

Replacement Blade, Curved 477405
Replacement Blade, Straight  477406

 Code

Replacement blades for Veritas tapered tenon cutters. Blades 
available in straight or curved.

Veritas tapered tenon cutters will put tapered tenons on 
the tips of turnings, dowels or rustic furniture components 
to fit into tapered holes; for example, legs and spindles on a 
Windsor chair. 

Use the cutter like a hand-held pencil sharpener; you either rotate 
the workpiece while pressing it into the cutter body or you can 
rotate the tool on the workpiece. Works equally well in soft, green 
or hard woods. Although the body design is similar to our Veritas 
dowel and tenon cutters, the cut is quite different. When a tenon 
is fed through the body, the straight-edged blade tapers the ends, 
whereas the curved blade on our dowel cutters cuts cylindrical 
tenons with a radiused shoulder. (If you have already purchased 
our dowel cutters, buying a straight replacement blade will allow 
you to cut tapered tenons.) Please note; the curved blade (for 
dowel making) should be used with only the three smallest sizes 
of tenon cutters.

Tapered Tenon Cutters

3/8” Tapered Tenon Cutter 475954
1/2” Tapered Tenon Cutter 475956
5/8” Tapered Tenon Cutter 475958

 Code

The size given for each cutter is the minimum tenon diameter it 
will cut; the maximum is 1/2” greater, over a total tenon length 
of 63mm(2.1/2”). A starter kit of the 3/8”, 1/2” and 5/8” sizes will 
cover most tenoning requirements for typical chair-making. Some 
longer tenons may require cutting the major diameter with a 
larger cutter, and then finishing with a smaller cutter.
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Round Bench 
Dogs & Pups

Bench Dogs (Pair) 475715
Bench Pups (Pair) 475881

 Code

These are made from solid brass rod. The crosshatching and 2° 
slope on the face help to hold wood securely, pulling it down 
onto the bench’s surface. 

A side spring slides cleanly and holds it in position. The dogs are 
110mm(4.3/8”) long, the pups 60mm(2.3/8”). Both work well in 
combination with Veritas Wonder Dog and Wonder Pup Clamps. 
For 19mm(3/4”) dog hole.

Hugely versatile bench top fittings, which come in very handy 
for all sorts of jig and homemade clamping devices. 

Veritas Wonder Dogs and Pups are basically bench dogs with a 
length of threaded bar through the top, tommy bar one end and 
brass clamping face at the other. The difference between them 
being stem length, Dogs are 165mm, Pups are 70mm. Dogs have a 
spring retainer, Pups an O-ring. Choice is dependent on bench top 
thickness, below 38mm use Pups, above 38mm use Dogs. All that 
is required to mount them is a 19mm hole. Use for making long 
clamps, curved work, jigs, unique shapes, bench work.

Wonder Dogs & Pups

Wonder Dog 202392
Wonder Pup 202393

 Code

Bench Hold Down code: 500229

Exceptionally high clamping forces can be obtained with this 
hold down. 

The arm is free to pivot independently, all levered forces are 
exerted downward, without any loss due to horizontal slippage 
from the canting action of the hold down post. The fine grooves 
on the post resist upward forces, yet still allow easy entry into 
a 19mm diameter hole. The 250mm hold down post gives you 
200mm of clamping capacity, matching the 200mm throat 
capacity. Used vertically on the top of a bench, or horizontally in a 
side skirt. Sold individually.

Saw File Holder code: 504098

This well designed guide helps you accurately control the 
angle of the file as you sharpen. It has a rotating collar for 
setting a positive or negative rake angle up to 30°. 

The 75mm wide protractor helps set the fleam (or bevel) angle 
up to 45° left or right. The protractor is marked in 5° increments 
and the collar has a vernier scale marked in 1° increments. An 
O-ring inside the collar provides light resistance to the vernier 
scale making precision setting straightforward. It has an anodised 
aluminum body, stainless-steel protractor and brass thumbscrews. 
Its overall length measures 66mm.

These Surface Dogs let you take advantage of the precise grid 
layout of the Festool MFT/3 tabletop for fast and repeatable 
work positioning, and are particularly useful for accurately 
aligning work in relation to the guide rail for 90° or 45° cuts. 

CNC machined from aluminium, they have a flat face for work 
registration and a rim that supports and stabilises them on the 
bench surface. You can invert and insert them from below the 
tabletop to exploit the M8 threaded through hole as an anchor 
point. If you don’t own a Festool MFT/3, a cutting table can be 
produced using 19mm MDF with a few 20mm holes bored at the 
required positions for 90° or 45° cuts.

Surface Dogs

Small (Pair) 506451
Large (Pair) 506452

 Code

Manufactured by Veritas, these stainless steel Parf Dogs were 
designed by Peter Parfitt, an online reviewer and regular 
contributor to woodworking magazines.

Originally intended to be used with the Festool MFT/3 table, they 
are compatible with all benches and bench dogs, using 20mm 
diameter dog holes.

The dogs are available in two sizes: the 10mm high bench dog 
and a 70mm high Parf dog. Each size of dog is supported on the 
surface of the bench by a thicker boss or collar 25mm in diameter 
and 10mm high, which provides a good bearing surface and 
stability in use. For additional security, each dog has a threaded 
hole to fasten it from below where the thickness of the bench will 
allow.

With a combination of Parf Dogs and Axminster Bench Dogs, 
a very comprehensive cutting table could be produced. Some 
sacrificial material would be needed underneath the workpiece to 
protect the bench top when cutting with a track saw.

Parf Dogs

Veritas 70mm Parf Dogs (Pair) 504543
10mm Bench Dogs (Pair) 504542

 Code

This is a clever bench dog. Simply press the top and up it pops 
(about 8mm projection). When you are done, just press down to 
recess the stop back into the hole. 

The solid brass body has a 2° inward slope to hold your 
work securely. The spring mechanism is height adjustable to 
accommodate hole depths of between 50mm and 62mm with a 
diameter of 19mm(3/4”). For deeper holes, use a dowel spacer. When 
used in a through hole, the dog sits on a steel plate screwed to the 
underside of the worktop. Additional stop plates are available to 
allow you to set up additional bench locations. Sold in pairs

Prairie Dog

Prairie Dog 504090 
Prairie Dog Extra Stop Plates (Pkt 4) 504091

 Code

Prairie Dog Extra Stop Plates code: 504091

These are sold in packs of four, including screws. 

The additional stop plates allow you to set up additional bench 
locations for your Veritas Prairie Dogs.
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Bench Anchor code: 210539

It is easiest to think of this as a barrel-shaped insert nut that 
secures in any 19mm(3/4”) diameter hole, except this one self-
anchors and is removable. 

Usable horizontally, vertically or at any angle in between, it accepts 
common 1/2” UNC threaded bolts, and will wedge in through-holes 
in material as thin as 16mm(5/8”) or in blind holes 32mm deep. 
With pull-out strength of at least 90kg in hardwood, the anchor has 
a wedging mechanism controlled by an integral hex-head screw 
drive and an external rubber O-ring that uses friction to hold it in 
place during installation. Though any 1/2” UNC threaded rod or bolt 
may be used with our bench anchor, we offer a small selection of 
flat-head and round-head fasteners here for convenience.

So named because of their very low profile, they project only 
6mm, above your bench top. A thumb-operated eccentric cam 
lever controls the sliding jaw, allowing you to secure work 
quickly. 

The jaw has a 6mm range of travel and applying up to 130kg of 
force. Flats on the cam provide secure stops at 3mm and 6mm 
of travel. The jaw face has a 5° inward cant to help hold a work 
piece securely. The cam and jaw are cast steel, heat-treated for 
surface hardness. The standard post version is for use in a 19mm 
(3/4”) diameter through-hole (or blind holes at least 47mm deep). 
The wedge-lock version is usable at any angle from horizontal to 
vertical. It will anchor firmly in a 19mm (3/4”) diameter through-
hole in material as thin as 16mm or in blind holes that are a 
minimum of 34mm deep.

Bench Blades

Standard Post 3/4” 19mm 212617
Wedge-Lock Post 3/4” 212618
Standard Post 20mm 506457
Wedge-Lock Post 20mm 506458

 Code

Hold down, bench clamp, surface clamp - the function is the 
same, just the name changes, but true to form Veritas have 
taken an ordinary thing and made it much, much better - as 
well as a thing of beauty in brass and black satin. 

These fast acting surface clamps can be used anywhere you 
can drill a 19 or 20mm diameter hole. The post has a wedging 
mechanism which anchors it firmly (horizontally or vertically) in 
material as thin as 16mm(5/8”) provided it will resist the expansion 
of the wedge, making it the perfect companion for your jigs and 
sub-tables. The clamp arm slides easily for quick adjustment when 
tilted but locks firmly at 90°, with a reach of 54mm(2.1/8”) it will 
also clamp up to a thickness of 95mm(3.3/4”). The combined forces 
of the wedge hold activated by the top screw, firm lock on the 
shaft ridges via steel pins and the generous clamp screw give you 
excellent hands free holding power.

Surface Clamps

Surface Clamp 19mm 701279
Surface Clamp 20mm  506456

 Code

The Veritas® panel clamp tightens by hand and is stackable for 
production work. Best of all, you can make the clamp bars any 
length to suit your own needs. 

The specially serrated posts grip the bars, keeping a panel flat 
under load. Use 50 x 50mm(2x2s) or 50 x 100mm(2x4s) if you wish 
to stack panels timber for the bars. Drill 19mm diameter holes 
in the timber to suit the width of your board. Adjustable O-rings 
on the posts let you clamp anything from 16mm to 50mm thick 
without any shimming. The secret to the system is the balanced 
tension exerted on the bars. The greater the pressure, the more 
rigid the bars become. The screw has 125mm of travel. The panel 
clamp set, with one head and one tail, does not include the wood. 

Panel Clamp code: 475209

Planing Stops

Planing Stop 248mm (19mm Posts) 503966
Planing Stop 445mm (19mm Posts) 504097
Planing Stop 248mm (20mm Posts) 506454
Planing Stop 445mm (20mm Posts) 506455

 Code

A perfect holding solution when hand planing thin or wide 
stock on your bench top. Immensely better than nailing an 
off-cut of hardboard to your bench. 

The anodised aluminium rail projects just 5.5mm above the 
bench top, allowing you to plane boards as thin as 6mm without 
obstruction. Two steel posts, sized to fit into 19mm or 20mm dog 
holes, slide along a T-track on the underside of the rail. A second 
stop at 90° makes your workpiece fully secure when working with 
a larger workpiece preventing it from skewing under your plane 
or for making cross-grain planing secure without the obstruction 
of clamps.
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This is the only non-racking, parallel action, full width end vice on the market. It applies an 
even clamping force along the jaws regardless of which handle you tighten. 

A spring-loaded locking pin enables the connecting chain to be disengaged for controlled 
‘skewing’ when holding tapered workpieces. Maximum capacity 305mm(12”). The vice is easy to 
fit to an existing bench, requiring only the addition of an end cap drilled for the vice nuts and 
fixing bolts plus the vice jaw itself. The telescoping chain cover lets you set the spindles from 
280mm(11”) to 500mm(20”) apart. Enough chain is included for 400mm(16”) spacing, adequate 
for benches up to 800mm(32”) wide. The kit includes the two vice screws, nuts, chain, chain 
cover, wooden handles, all the hardware and full fitting and mounting instructions (wooden 
jaws not included).

Twin Screw Vice code: 500226

Dog locates in 
two positions 

Use to spread as well as clamp

Inset Vice code: 952803

This vice is easy to install in any bench with a top thickness at 
least 31.7mm (instructions, template and mounting hardware 
provided). The vice fits flush to your bench top and functions in a 
similar manner to a wagon vice. 

If your bench doesn’t have a tail vice then the Veritas Inset Vice 
coupled with a row of dog holes and a bench dog is exactly what you 
need. A knurled stainless-steel toggle handle turns a 13mm diameter 
Acme-threaded steel rod giving a travel of up to 100mm to a moving 
plate. A 13mm tall dog locates into this plate in one of two positions. 
Two positions allowing you to have dog holes on your bench top 
as far apart as 195mm. When the vice is not in use, removing the 
jaw leaves you with an unobstructed work surface. Constructed of 
machined steel castings and anodized aluminium extrusions.

Handle for Veritas Vice code: 210538

• Wooden handle for Veritas vices
• Fits Veritas Tail Vice screw
• Fits Veritas Front Vices
• Length of handle 310mm
• Diameter of handle 30mm 

Shoulder-Vice Screw code: 475258

Used to build an L-shaped shoulder vice on a Scandinavian-
style workbench. 1.1/8” diameter screw with single-lead Acme 
threads. 

Threaded guide mortises into the vice shoulder; end guide 
attaches to the vice jaw. 7.1/4” clamping capacity (less wooden 
shoulder thickness). 13” long overall. Depending on supply, casting 
colour may vary.

Wooden handle 
supplied separately  

Essentially the same construction as a shoulder-vice screw 
but without an end guide, this tail-vice screw has a clamping 
capacity of 17” less thickness of wooden jaws (not included) 
and is 21” overall. 1.1/8” diameter screw with single-lead 
Acme threads. 

Mounting screws included. Wooden handle not included, but can 
be purchased as an optional extra.

Tail Vice Screw code: 475227

Wooden handle 
supplied separately  

These vices have rugged, machined, double guide rods and 
single-lead Acme screws.

The regular front vice is 175mm(7”) x 375mm(14.3/4”) overall with 
a 22mm(7/8”) dia. screw and clamping capacity of 210mm(8.1/4”) 
(less the thickness of your wooden jaws).

The large front vice is 265mm(10.1/2”) x 533mm(21”) overall with a 
28mm(1.1/8”) dia. screw, and 330mm(13”) clamping capacity (less 
the thickness of your wooden jaws). The larger vice has an offset 
centre screw to allow vertical clamping without skewing. These 
powerful vices can be added to an existing bench or built into a 
new one. A turned wooden handle is available separately.

Front Vices

Front Vice - Regular 510536
Front Vice - Large 474642

 Code

This vice can be used for both types of tail vice with or 
without a shoulder. It has guide plates 50mm(2”) wide by 
380mm(15”) long. 

The maximum opening is 200mm(8”) (less the thickness of your 
wooden jaws). The single-lead Acme screw is 22mm(7/8”) in 
diameter. Optional turned wooden handle available, length of 
handle is 310mm and 30mm diameter.

Tail Vice code: 474719
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Cornering Tool Kit code: 510441

Although at first sight they may not look it, these are actually 
small moulding planes designed to cut a fixed radius curve on 
an edge. 

Supplied in pairs, each tool is ground with a different radius on 
each end - one cutting 1.6mm(1/16”) and 3.2mm(1/8”) radius and 
the other 4.8mm(3/16”) and 6.3mm(1/4”). Easy to use, the plane 
will cut on either the push or pull stroke, remove material quickly 
and cleanly and will not cut more than their predetermined 
radius. Included in the kit is an extrusion with all 4 radii on it and 
a piece of 600g silicon carbide abrasive so the tools can be honed 
correctly and are always ready for use.

As often happens when you are installing screws in panelling, 
drywall, shelf brackets, etc., you just miss the stud and find 
yourself with a screw that you have to remove and no easy 
means to remove it. 

This cunningly designed spring-steel tool will do the job. You can 
either slip the slim tip underneath the screw and press the arched 
body to provide removal tension, or you can flatten the arch and 
engage the screw in the keyhole cut-out and have both hands 
free to operate a screwdriver. The third alternative is to attack the 
screw with pliers, screwdrivers and chisels, creating a crater that 
would do justice to a small nuclear device. The screw lifter weighs 
less than 35g, takes up virtually no room in a tool box and stands 
ready at all times to eliminate one of the frustrations of life.

Screw Lifter code: 477217

Picture Framer’s/Glazier’s Hammer 
code: 952990

Anyone who has framed pictures or re-glazed windows knows 
that driving brads or glazing points is tricky.

 The best method is to use a driving head that slides on the glass 
or picture backing. This hammer’s hardened stainless-steel head 
has a rotating triangular face opposing a standard cylindrical face. 
As you rest the hammer head on the glass, one of the triangular 
faces flattens against the glass. This makes it easy to drive pins, 
brads or points, as you can hold the handle at any angle. Use the 
round face for pinning corners or flattening glazing points or for 
general work. Weighs 130g and is 270mm long.

Low viscosity glue that soaks into the end grain, swells the 
wood fibres. Once dry it prevents the fibres from shrinking 
back thus freezing the wood in its swollen state. 

Its low viscosity allows it to run into cracks and joints, such as 
loose chair rails.  

• 57ml (2fl oz) bottle with slim applicator tip

•  Chair Doctor Pro includes 114ml (4fl oz) of glue, 1 syringe, and 3 
sizes of blunt tip-needles

• Clean up with water

Chair Doctor Glue

Chair Doctor 57ml 510450
Chair Doctor Pro Kit 114ml 510451

 Code

Hand Beading Tool code: 210935

Hand beading, fluting or reeding in hard or soft woods is 
an easy matter with our new beading tool. Using one of the 
standard cutters or one that you custom shape, you can put 
fine detail in furniture quickly and accurately.

Cutters are held against the body with a clamping bar and 
are adjustable for height and fence offset. The fence has two 
mounting locations to provide up to a 25mm(1”) blade offset 
and is positional to expose one of three bearing surfaces: flat for 
straight and convex applications, curved for slightly concave and 
waved edges, and bullnose for more complex profiles. Both the 
fence and clamping bar are reversible for left or right-hand use 
and to handle any grain direction. Cuts on the pull stroke only. The 
body, clamp bar and fence are precision-machined investment 
cast steel. The leading and trailing edges of the sole are radiused 
for smooth travel. 

The generous handles are African Rosewood with brass fittings; 
the adjustable ball knob pivots 90° to allow varying grip. Supplied 
with a 2.4mm(3/32”) radius single-point cutter and five blank 
cutters. The 16mm(5/8”) wide cutters, made from hardened spring 
steel, are the same used with the Veritas wooden beading tool 
for compatibility. Since both ends of each cutter can be used, this 
gives you a dozen possibilities. Standard shapes are also available.

Blades for Veritas Beading Tool

3 Beading Cutters 610393
3 Fluting Cutters 610394
2 Reeding Cutters 610395
Single Point Cutter 610392
Blank Cutter 610396

 Code

The hardened spring steel cutters are 16mm(5/8”) wide. Sets for 
reeding, beading of fluting available as well as single point and 
blank cutters ready to file or grind to shape.
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Flush Plane code: 368047

Is it a chisel? Is it a plane? Well, in reality it is a 50mm wide, go 
anywhere flush chisel with a multitude of flush trimming uses 
and unrestricted travel to the centre of the widest boards. 

Immensely powerful rare earth magnets really hold the blade in 
position when working hard. The blade can be reversed to protect 
the edge when not in use.

Pullshave code: 701974

The Veritas Pullshave was designed for hollowing or recessing 
an area; for example, shaping and smoothing chair seats. The 
unique design is the result of taking a convex spokeshave and 
reconfiguring it with a handle and knob to make it both easier 
to use and better suited to rigorous work. 

It will do the work associated with traditional inshaves and 
travishers. The 3mm(1/8”) thick, lapped, A2 tool steel blade, and 
carefully machined blade bed and cap iron, all combine to produce 
chatter free cutting. The blade bed angle is 45° and the sole radius 
is 89mm(3.1/2”). The ductile cast iron body is fitted with a large 
rear handle and a front knob of Bubinga. The twin adjustment 
thumb wheels quickly and accurately control the depth of cut.

Shooting Sander

Shooting Sander 506423
220g Pkt 12 506426
120g Pkt 12 506424
180g Pkt 12 506425

 Code

Producing a true square edge on very thin, friable 
material such as veneer is difficult at the best of times and 
compounded when burrs have to be edge jointed.  

The Veritas Shooting Sander allows stock to be sanded square and 
to size as jointing by sanding instead of planing reduces the risk 
of splintering or chipping on thin material, difficult grain, or even 
lacquered or painted mouldings.  The wooden knob is angled to 
allow the user to apply equal pressure to the sole and face.  It can 
also be positioned at any point along the length of the sander, 
locking in place with a simple twist of the knob.  Compatible with 
any shop-made shooting board sized for the shooting plane, 
each sander has a 6mm wide lip along the bottom of the face 
that keeps the sander from widening the shooting board track. 
The body is extruded aluminium with a black anodised finish.  
Supplied with six 225mm long, 30mm wide strips of PSA-backed 
aluminium oxide sandpaper; two each of 120g, 180g and 220g 
aluminum oxide grit with a zinc stearate coating. 

There are still a lot of Yankee® type screwdrivers out there and 
a great way of bringing them up-to-date is to buy one of these 
hex shank adaptors. 

These enable you to fit a whole range of 1/4” hex shank bits 
including Straight, Phillips, Pozidrive and Torx, and maybe even 
drill bits when your cordless battery goes flat on you.  It accepts 
bits that have plain or grooved shanks and has an integral rare-
earth magnet to securely hold ferrous screws. Available in 3 sizes: 
5.5mm for 133, 135 and 233 screwdrivers, 7mm for 30 and 130 
models and finally 8mm for 31 and 131 screwdrivers. 

Hex Adaptor for Yankee Screwdrivers

Adaptor 5.5mm (7/32”) 504595
Adaptor 7mm (9/32”) 504596
Adaptor 8mm (5/16”) 504597

 Code

Use this mallet with a normal grip or nestle it in the palm of 
your hand for exact control of the force. 

The brass head has a threaded connection to the handle for a 
secure fixing. The final turning of the handle is done after the 
handle is mounted, ensuring a perfectly smooth head on cherry 
wood handle. Overall length 150mm, weight 570g.

Journeyman’s
Brass Mallet code: 202385

Canvas Apron code: 504583
The workshop apron is a classic and a timeless piece of 
workwear that will always be at home in any workshop.

This lightweight durable apron features a cross-over strap design 
for comfort and has a good selection of well place pockets for 
holding a variety of tools.
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VERITAS DOWELLING

VERITAS POWER TOOL ACCESSORIES

Dowel Former

Dowel Former Imperial  504099
Dowel Former Metric 504100

 Code

This former allows you to make exact diameter dowels of any 
timber species you wish. You simply drive an oversized piece of 
wood through the sharp edged hole of the solid A2 tool steel 
insert. 

The 75mm diameter mounting plate has screw holes 
for permanent mounting (or use it over a dog hole). The 
interchangeable inserts snap into it securely. Boxed sets of a plate 
and the four most commonly used metric or imperial inserts are 
available. The metric set includes inserts for 6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 
12mm dowels (imperial 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” and 1/2”). Individual inserts, 
additional sizes and the mounting plate are available separately.

Inserts for Dowel Former

Dowel Former Insert 1/4” 504104
Dowel Former Insert 1/2” 504107
Dowel Former Insert 3mm 504108
Dowel Former Insert 4mm 504109
Dowel Former Insert 6mm 504110
Dowel Former Insert 8mm 504111
Dowel Former Insert 10mm 504112
Dowel Former Insert 12mm 504113

 Code

These interchangeable inserts snap 
securely into the Veritas dowel plate. 

Available individually in a range of 
metric and imperial sizes. Made in 
Canada from solid A2 tool. Mounting Plate Only 

for Dowel Former code: 504101

The 75mm diameter and 6.3mm thick steel mounting plate 
has screw holes for permanent mounting (or use it over a dog 
hole). 

A range of interchangeable inserts snap securely into the plate 
and are available in metric and imperial sizes. The plate coupled 
with an insert allows you to make dowels of any length or species 
as you need them.

Saw Guide Clamps (Pair) code: 952957

These 50mm capacity clamps are anodised aluminium with 
solid brass screws and pads. 

They fit into the T-slot on the underside of the saw guide leaving 
the upper surface clear. These clamps ensure the guide is secure 
and firmly held in place resulting in a higher degree of accuracy.

Plunge Base for Rotary Multi-Tools code: 102163
This plunge base converts almost any rotary multi-tool into a miniature plunge router for 
fine detail work.

 The 3/4” x 12 tpi  threaded collar, found as standard on Dremel and many other rotary multi-
tools, screws directly into the base. It gives you precise depth control when cutting recesses for 
hardware or inlay, or even freehand relief carving. The 100  x 75mm footprint makes it easy to 
position on narrow surfaces and close to edges. One side features a cutaway giving a view of 
the exact position of the blade. A micro-adjustable depth stop offers very precise control over 
the cutting depth. As with a full size router you can plunge or use the lock lever for continuous 
cuts. The base has rounded grooves on either side which form a natural grip for your fingertips 
giving better control.  Made in Canada from aluminium with stainless steel rods and knobs.

Fence & Centre Kit 
for Plunge Base code: 102164
This side fence accessory fits the Veritas Plunge Base for 
Rotary Multi-Tools. It lets you make parallel cuts using the 
edge of a workpiece as a reference. 

There are two straight fences made of torrefied maple (both 
150mm long): a standard 38mm wide and a 16mm for thin 
stock. Two round headed inserts allow you to make cuts parallel 
to a curved edge. In addition, the kit includes a circle cutting 
attachment for accurately cutting arcs or circles. The circle cutting 
attachment has three interchangeable centres: a sharp pin, a 
6.3mm  post and a flat disc. The 150mm fence rods allow offsets 
from zero to 115mm with the straight fences and diameters from 
13mm to 445mm with the circle attachment. Made in Canada from 
aluminium with stainless steel rods.

Precision Adjuster 
for Plunge Base 

code: 102165

Made to fit the Veritas fence and 
centre kit, this optional fine fence  
adjuster clamps onto the fence rods  
and attaches to the fence holder or circle head. 

It allows you to fine-tune the distance between the cutter and the 
fence for very precise work. Each half turn of the adjusting knob 
moves the fence in or out by 0.4mm(1/64”). Made in Canada from 
aluminium with stainless steel knobs.

Variable Angle Fence 
For Veritas Planes 

code: 101717

This innovative plane fence mounts onto the sides of the 
Veritas custom bench planes, shooting plane, bevel-up jointer 
plane and jack rebate plane.  

Two stainless steel thumbscrews use the tapped holes in the 
plane’s side. The design doesn’t limit you to only right angles. The 
fence pivots to allow accurate and consistent planing of any angle 
from 45° to 135°. A spring-loaded lever locks the fence securely. 
Through-holes in the 280mm(11”) long aluminium fence allow 
you to attach a wooden extension or a tapered spacer for planing 
angles less than 45°. 
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VERITAS PLANS

Hardware Pack of 6 Bolts code: 476974
These bolts are manufactured with the ideal combination of 
head style, material and thread length for use with the Veritas 
Folding Adirondack Plus Chair Plan. 

Because fully threaded bolts at the pivot points would cause 
premature wear in the wood, we offer a stainless steel hardware 
pack consisting of six custom-made bolts with matching locking 
nuts and flat washers.

Bench Plans

Workbench System Plan 476887
Traditional Bench Plan 476770

 Code

These plans are accurate, detailed, and tested.

A.  The Veritas® Workbench System is a hybrid, providing the 
look of a European-style bench and incorporating modern 
elements, with several proprietary innovations.  
The scaled plan includes cutting list and complete assembly 
instructions, plus instructions for side skirts with dog holes so 
you can clamp along the side of the bench as well as along the 
top.

B.  The Traditional Bench Plan is similarly detailed. It will take 
any one of our front vices or our tail vice.  
The traditional bench top is 635mm(25”) x 2,060mm(81”).

Adirondack Plus Plans code: 476675

The popular Adirondack chairs do have a downside to them, 
their bulk, making indoor storage difficult and transport 
nearly impossible. No longer; we now offer plans for a folding 
Adirondack chair. 

Designed with all the same features that make the fixed chair so 
comfortable, this one folds to only 300mm deep. When folded, it 
may be hung on a wall or stacked with others. Folding the chair 
is as simple as lifting the seat back upward out of two pockets 
and closing the chair flat. Because fully threaded bolts at the 
pivot points would cause premature wear in the wood, we offer 
a stainless steel hardware pack consisting of six custom-made 
bolts with matching locking nuts and flat washers. The bolts are 
manufactured with the ideal combination of head style, material 
and thread length for use with this plan.

Tool Chest and Rolling Cabinet Plans

Rolling Cabinet Plan 476775
 Code

A.  A traditional tool chest plan using frame-and-panel 
construction.  
The top tool well is 115mm(4.1/2”) deep. The eight drawers 
have tongue-and-rabbet joinery running over traditional 
hardwood slides. Spring pins lock the front cover in position 
and the lid in turn can be locked. Built using all standard 
hardware (not included). One half sheet of 3mm plywood plus 
about 4.5m of hardwood are required. Overall size is 635 x 265 x 
400mm high (25” x 10.1/2” x 15.3/4”).

B.  The rolling cabinet with its optional workbench top makes 
an ideal base for the tool chest.  
Three half sheets of plywood (16mm, 12mm and 6mm) plus 
6m of hardwood (3m without optional workbench top) are 
required. Either biscuit or dowelled joints can be used. A sliding 
tool/drawing tray leaves the top clear for working. Overall size is 
470 x 675 x 865mm high (with castors) (18.1/2” x 26.1/2” x 34”).

Traditional English 
Shaving Horse Plan code: 476858
Traditional woodworking projects such as chairs, paddles 
and walking sticks have grown more popular. Although the 
shaving horse is a natural companion for these activities, 
information is scarce for those who want to build one. 

Based on a shaving horse used by chair maker David Fleming, this 
is both a shaving horse and a traditional chairmaker’s low bench. 
A low bench is used by chair makers when brace drilling and for 
seat sculpting. It is also useful for any other work best performed 
sitting down with the work clamped on a bench between your 
knees. Several options are described to allow the builder to make 
the horse that best fits their needs and skills. The design does 
not require any specialised hardware and can be built by anyone 
with intermediate woodworking skills. Versatile, comfortable and 
efficient to use.

Folding Adirondack Plus 
Chair Plan code: 476773

The popular Adirondack chairs do have a downside to them, 
their bulk, making indoor storage difficult and transport 
nearly impossible. No longer; we now offer plans for a folding 
Adirondack chair. 

Designed with all the same features that make the fixed chair so 
comfortable, this one folds to only 300mm deep. When folded, it 
may be hung on a wall or stacked with others. Folding the chair 
is as simple as lifting the seat back upward out of two pockets 
and closing the chair flat. Because fully threaded bolts at the 
pivot points would cause premature wear in the wood, we offer 
a stainless steel hardware pack consisting of six custom-made 
bolts with matching locking nuts and flat washers. The bolts are 
manufactured with the ideal combination of head style, material 
and thread length for use with this plan. 
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